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k should be proportional to the concentration of water
molecules in the atmosphere. Alternatively, at lower pres-
sures the rate of the debonding process could be limited by
the diffusion of water molecules to the tip of the crack.

Conclusions
We have shown that the crack which is generated by

insertion of a blade into the interface of bonded silicon
wafers propagates due to the adsorption of water mole-
cules before it finally reaches a constant value. This effect
leads to measured surface energies which depend on the
delay time between insertion of the blade and the meas-
urement of the crack length. The influence of the ambient
conditions on the surface energy is very strong for bonded
wafers annealed at 200 to 900°C.

The crack opening can give reproducible results if the
measurement conditions are controlled. To avoid a fast
increase of the crack length we suggest measuring surface
energies under vacuum conditions.
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Modeling Chemical Downstream Etch Systems

for NF3/02 Mixtures

E. Meeks,* R. S. Larson, S. R. Vosen,* and J. W. Shon

Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California 94551-0969, USA

ABSTRACT

Analysis of chemical downstream etch processes investigates ion and radical generation in a plasma source, the trans-
port of species through a transport tube to the process chamber, and resulting etch behavior in the downstream reactor.
Downstream etching of silicon dioxide or polysilicon material on a wafer results from chemical etching by F atoms, while
ion flux to the wafer must be minimal to avoid ion-induced device damage. In the plasma source, results for NF3 chem-
istry show that F is the dominant neutral species, while NF and F are the dominant ions. Comparison of species con-
centrations in a plasma source with mass spectrometry data available in the literature shows good quantitative agree-
ment. Inclusion of a quartz-etch mechanism within the plasma source reproduces observed erosion rates of quartz
applicators used in these systems. Ions persist a small distance beyond electrons in the transport tube region due to neg-
ative ion content, but the ion density is reduced to very low levels after traversing the length of the transport tube. The
addition of oxygen generally reduces the F-atom concentration downstream and changes the ion composition. Analysis
of the reacting flow in the downstream chamber shows the role of species diffusion in determining the etch uniformity
and species concentration profiles. Predicted downstream etch rates agree well with measured data over a wide range of
process conditions.

Infroduction
Chemical downstream etch (CDE) systems provide

alternatives to wet-etch processes for wafer cleaning and
stripping in the manufacture of integrated circuits. CDE
systems are compatible with other dry-etch process steps
for process integration and reduce the need for hazardous
wet-etch chemicals. CDE reactors typically consist of an
upstream microwave-excited plasma region and a down-
stream chamber where etching of the wafer occurs. Often
these two regions are connected with a transport tube that
serves to minimize the ion content downstream. The CDE
system represents a complex coupling of regions where
transport processes and chemical kinetics compete.
Empirical optimization of these systems is difficult, due to
the complex dependencies between processes in different
regions and trade-offs between the production and trans-
port of etchant species to the downstream chamber. Issues
for process development include minimizing wafer dam-
age due to impingement of energetic ions, and maximizing
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etch rate and uniformity at the wafer surface. Modeling of
the essential components of the CDE system provides
important insight into process trade-offs and allows opti-
mization of the overall system.

Many models' of remote plasma systems follow only the
neutral etchant species generation and transport.
Kushner2 modeled the two-dimensional plasma transport
and chemistry in a remote-plasma chemical vapor deposi-
tion system for silane-ammonia deposition of silicon. Our
method of dividing the remote-plasma processing system
into distinct regions for modeling is similar to the
approach taken by Deshmukh and Economou3 for a chlo-
rine downstream etch system. In this work, however, we
follow both the ions and radicals through the transport
tube region and perform detailed simulations in the down-
stream chamber, including multicomponent diffusion and
etch-product transport from the wafer surface. By sepa-
rating the system into distinct regions, we are able to cap-
ture the essential kinetics in each tool segment. At the
same time, each model segment is computationally fast
enough to allow detailed parametric studies of the effects
of process and reactor-design variables.
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Model Description
CDE system model approach.—Our approach to model-

ing the CDE system is to model each of the system compo-
nents in tandem, using the level of detail necessary to
achieve meaningful predictions of downstream etch per-
formance. An example CDE system is shown schematical-
ly in Fig. 1. The geometry is that of a Shibaura CDE-80
system applied to the etching of polysilicon and silicon-
nitride layers for a strip process of a poly-buffered LOCOS
(PBL) mask (where LOCOS stands for local oxidation of
silicon). Chemistries typically used for this process step
include CF4/02/N2 and NF3/02 mixtures. Since fluorine
etches silicon dioxide as well as polysilicon, an important
consideration in process development is etch selectivity
between polysilicon, silicon nitride, and oxide. The analy-
sis here focuses on the NF3/02 chemistry. Our analysis fol-
lows the reactive species from creation in the plasma
source and throughout the CDE system, using sequential-
ly linked models of the microwave source, transport tube
region, and downstream chamber.

In the plasma source, we are primarily interested in the
generation of ions and radicals, rather than spatially
resolved plasma behavior within the microwave applica-
tor. For this region, then, we apply a well-mixed reactor
model. This computationally efficient numerical model is
also the primary tool used in developing and refining the
reaction kinetics mechanism for the NF3/02 chemistry. In
addition, the plasma-source model includes etching of the
quartz microwave applicator tube by fluorine atoms and
by ion bombardment. The erosion of the quartz tube by the
plasma is an important limitation in the lifetime of the
applicator and contributes significantly to CDE operating
costs. Also, the etching of the quartz tube accounts for a
significant loss of fluorine atoms in the discharge, and flu-
orine atoms are the primary etchant in the downstream
chamber.

We use a one-dimensional plug-flow model to address
the transport-tube region between the plasma source and
the downstream etch chamber. The plug-flow approach is
sufficient as we are not interested in resolving the radial
variations within the transport tube, but are instead con-
cerned with overall loss rates vs. transport time for the
etchant species. This transport-tube model takes the exit
conditions of the plasma-source model as the inlet condi-
tions for the transport-tube. The pressure drop between
the downstream chamber (where pressure is measured)
and the upstream plasma region is determined through
iteration between the plasma-source model and the trans-
port-tube model. The transport-tube model includes gas-
phase neutral, ion, and electron-impact chemistry, as well
as gas-surface interactions.

To compare radially averaged etch rates at the wafer
surface with experimental data, we employ the Sandia 1D
stagnation-flow model, SPIN.4'5 The stagnation-flow
model is generally a good approximation of the flow

impinging on the wafer surface, and is convenient for
parameter studies when spatial variations across the
wafer surface are not desired. This model also proved use-
ful in mechanism reduction, i.e., in determining the set of
reactions required for accurate predictions using the
downstream chamber model

For more detailed modeling of the downstream chamber,
a 2D axisymmetric reacting-flow model determines spa-
tial gradients across the wafer surface. The inlet to the
downstream chamber is assumed to be a uniform flux, as
provided by a showerhead manifold, with the same gas
composition as the flow exiting the transport tube. In the
downstream model, a reduced set of reaction kinetics is
used to follow the evolution of the neutral species in the
etch chamber. This reduction saves considerable computa-
tional expense and allows investigation of a larger para-
meter set. With fluorine-etch reactions on the wafer, the
downstream chamber model then provides etch-rate uni-
formity across the wafer surface and etch-product evolu-
tion profiles.

Kinetic parameters for NF3/02 plasmas.—Incorporation
of chemical kinetics data into all three model segments
employs the Chemkin III and Surface Chemkin III soft-
ware packages,6-9 allowing inclusion of electron-impact,
neutral-neutral, ion-neutral, and ion-ion kinetics. At the
pressures considered here (—0.5 Torr), we find that both
electron-impact reactions and neutral third-body recom-
bination can be significant in the source region. As the
ionized gas relaxes beyond the discharge region, ion-elec-
tron recombmation on tube walls causes the electron den-
sity to decay quickly. Ion-surface interactions and gas-
phase ion-ion recombination control the loss of ions along

Table I. Gas-phase reactions and reaction rate coefficients
for NF3/02.

Rate coefficients are in the form: k1 = AT exp (—C/T). Units are
molecules, cubic centimeters, seconds, and kelvin,

Reaction A B C Ref.

Plasma Source
-ralcatproduction r— ApplicatorTube
—Ion productIon / —quathetching

\ / —heat transfer

, E+NE3 — NF2 + F + E 2.06E-17 1.72 37274. 316

2. E+N53 NF+2FE I.35E.30 4.45 34210. 316

3 E + NP3 NE2 + E I.49E.08 -0.14 3751. 326

4 NE3 + E sNF + 2tr 739E-34 500 38111. 336

5 NP3 ÷E =sNF2 + 2E+ F 2.25E-40 6.46 34184. 336

6. NP3 + E NF + 2E + 2F 3.93E-63 11.04 39849. 33f

7 E +NF2 NF+ F +5 1.575-17 1.84 27565. t f

8. E+NF2=sN+2F+E l.69E-23 2.99 37652. tt
9. NF2..E=NF2+2E 2.21E-33 4.94 31902. 336

10. E+NFN+F+E 1.575-17 1.84 27565. 66

II. NF÷ENF+2E l.94E-42 6.80 33586. 336

12. 5+ NE3 E+NE 1.725-12 0.42 3199. t
excitation energy: 0.06eV (vibrational)

i3. E÷NFE+NF3TranspaitTube
-Ion lou
-stcMrd loss
-gea coolIng-sixfacs

Sow
— flow wilfonnity

Etch Chamber
-waleretchlng-raoet lou

4.105-09

excitation energy: 0.14 eV

14. E+NF3roE+NF3 3.425-21

excitation energy: 7.70eV

15. E+N2=nNj+2E 2.56E-43

16. E+N.N÷2E 5.115-37

i7. E+N2oN+N 2.255-01

18.

0.16 1670. 66

(vibrational)

2.52 33296. t 6

(electronic)

7.07 31481. 346

5.78 47602. 3Sf

-2.50 0. 346

34f2.25E-0l -2.50 0.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the chemical downstream etch system. 19. 5 + N N 2.255-01 .2.50 0. 356
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Table I. (cont.)

Reaction A B C Ref.

Table I. (cont.)

Reaction A B C Ref.

20. E+N2=sN2E 565E-21 2.17 29055. 61 NF2+FOF+F+NFO 3600-12 0,00 0. 56

cacltatmnenergy: 6.17eV (N2(A3Z&')) 62. NO+F-s-M.mNFO+M 9.470-26 -1.70 0 57

21. E+F2F+P'- 1.020-05 -0.90 10*2. 369 63. F20+MenF+FO+M 390E-99 0.00 17500. 40

22. E + F2 F2 + 20 1.640-44 7.25 32883. 369 64. F + NO3 FO ..NO2 3 OOE-II 0.00 0 58

23. E + F=a F + 20 2.240-47 7.81 34076. 379 65. F202+ M en F+ F02 + M 4.60E-03 -1.00 9900. 59
24 0 + 02 20.. E

25. E+02=s02+2E

26. E+02=5O+0

27. E+OseO+2E

28. E + 02 02' + 0

escitation energy:

29. E+02=a02.-E

excitation energy:

30. 0 + 0 ste 0' + 0

9.060-38

4.640-34

3.390-04

9.880-35

4.240-Il

0.98 eV

1.050-09

1.63 eV

7.580-08

5.58 45474.

5.16 33264.

-1.47 46608.

5.29 38669.

0.26 14283.

(O2(a1g))

.0.17 19499.

(02(btrg'3)

-0.32 22243.

389

389

389

399

389

383

399

reverse parameters:

66 F+O2+MFO2+M

reverse parameters:

67. F202+O2enFO2+F02

reverse parameters:

68. F202+FenFO2+F2

69. FO+N03cn1502'vNO2

70. F+FO2enF2+02

3.000-32

I.IOE-30

6.300-09

8.400-08

2.000-06

3.60E-14

1.000-12

1.50E-1I

0.00

-1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.

0.

5800.

6520.

6550.

0.

0.

1500.

59

52

52

60

60

59

58

59

excitation energy: 1.96 eV (0(10)) reverse parameters: 5.200-I I 0.00 10800. 59

31. 0 + 0 =n 0*0 + 0 3.460-06 -0.67 39354. 393
71. F02+F02+Men203+F2+M 2.400-33 0.00 0. 61

excitatioae.ergy: 4.18eV (O(1S)) 72, N+N0+MenNiO+M 3.570-36 0.00 0. 62

32. E+N2FSn214+2F+E 2.280-17 1.70 36391. f9 73 NO+NOenN2-+-0 1.350-Il 0.00 28680. 63

33, E.s-NF4=a2N+4F+E 2.28E-I7 1.70 36391. t reserseparameters: LSIE+01 -2.50 64660. 43

34, 2MF+F+M 1.260-09 0.00 25700. 40 74 NO+N2OenN2+N02 4.170-10 000 25160 63

35. 2+2+MN2F4+M 1.500-32 0.00 0. 40 75 N02+F2amNFO2.-F 2.63E-12 000 5284 63

36. F-F+MF2+M 2.800-34 0.00 0. 41 76. NO2.-F2ONFO2.-FO 2.140-13 0.00 7286. 63

reverseparamctcrs: 7.600-12 0.00 14300. 41 O3+03en02--O?+02 7.42E-12 0.00 9460. 63

37 NF2+F2NF3+F

38. NP+N10Ns+p+F

39 NO +NF F2.- N2

3.000-14

6.880-11

4.000-12

0.00 4860.

0.00 1251.

0.00 0

42

43

43, 44

70. N+N02en02+02

79 N+NON2+O

reverse parameters:

1410-12

8.13E-II

1.260-10

000

0.00

0.00

0

408.

38040.

64

64

64

40. NF+N2F2NF2+N2+F 2.000-12 80. NO2NO÷O 1050-14 1.00 3150. 64

4!. NF + NF2 N2F2 + F 3.750-12 reverse parameters: 2.5 IE- 15 1.00 19500. 64

42. NF2+NF+F+N2 - 1.400-Il 81. N+O3NO+O2 550E13 000 0. 64

43 NF2+NNF+NF 3.000-12 82. O+03s002+02 8.710-12 000 2113 64
44 rlF2+F+M,NF3+M

reverse parameters:

45 F+N3NF+N2

46. N0*NO..NON02+N2O

47 NOs÷N03N02+NO2+02

48. 03+MO+0+M

1.030-30

3980.10

5.80E-lI

2.950-38

8.500-13

7.170-to

83 O+I'4024n02+NO

reverse parameters:

84 0+N2002+N2

reverse parameters:

85. O+N2ON0+NO

1.740-10

2.820-12

1.66E-l0

1.020-ID

l.66E-l0

-0.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.

23400.

14090.

53350.

14090.

64

64

64

64

64

reverse parameters:

49 N+NO2enNO+NO

2.570-35

5.890-12

reverse parameters:

86. 0 + F2 P0 + F

2 140-12

I .62E- 11

0.00

0.00

32100.

5233.

64

64

30. N+N02N2÷O÷O 1.120-12 reverseparameters: 6.610-14 0.00 9561. 64

5!. N2O÷N2ON2+N2+O2 6.170-18 87. FO-t-F2F20+F 1.660-13 0.00 5233. 64

52. 0 + FO 03 * F 5000I reverse parameters: 8.520-14 0.00 6894. 64

53 O+FOts*03+FO 5.000-11 88. F+O3enFO+02 2.820-lI 0.00 252. 64

54 FO+NOF+NO2 2.600-It 89. N03+NOSnNO2+NO2 6.920-12 0.00 855 64

F+N02+Me*NFO2+M 9.000-26 reverseparalneters: 5.37E-I2 0.00 12880. 64
36. FO+NO2+MNFO3+M 4.230-23 90. N0S+NO2enNO2+N0+02 1950-13 0.00 1610 64
57 NF2+F2OenNF3+FCJ

58. 2+ONFO+F
59 NF2+ONF±F0

60. NF2+NO2snNFO+NFO

5.000-12

1.250-lI

1.800-12

8.60E-14 0.00 2450. 55

reversepaealncters:

91. NO+NO+O2enN02+N02

reverse parameters:

92 N+N+MteSN+M

5.760-41

6610-39

2.630-Il

I 41E-32

0.00

000

0.00

000

-483.

-528.

13790.

0.

64

64

64

64

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-2.00

-3.40

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.

187.

95

0.

0.

18417.

0.

13490

2450.

11170.

855.

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

11100.

0.

0.

44

45.44

46

47

48

49

50

SI

51

5'

43

43

43

43

52

52

52

33

53

54

46

47
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Reaction

Table I. (coot.)

A B C Ref.

Table I. (cont.)

Reaction A B C Ref.

reverse paranreters: 3.160-07 -0.50 t 13200. 43 336. $20' + N02ma NO' + 02 4.290-10 0.00 0. 66

93. N+0-+-MmaNO+M 9.130-33 0.00 0. 64 137. N20+NO2maNOj+N20 2.210-10 0.00 0. 66

reverse parameters: 2.280-10 0.00 74660. 31 158. N20'+ $20 ma NCi+ N2. NO 1.200-Il 0.00 0. 66

9 0+O+MmaO+M 5.250-35 0.00 -906. 64 139. Cr+Om02+0 3.400-10 0.00 0. 67

reverse parameters: t.3t0-10 0.00 52740, SI '140 0' + Of ma 03 + 0 3.000-tO 0.00 0. 67

95. 0+NO+MmaNQ+M 7250-33 0.00 -805 64 141. 0+O+02403+O 2.100-34 0.00 -345. 67

reverse parameters: 4.300+04 -3.37 37640. 65 142. 0 + 0 + 02 = 03+2 6.400-34 0.00 -663. 67

96. 0+N02+MmaNO3M 6.320-32 0.00 0. 54 143. 03+OmOf+02 1.000-Il (3.00 2300. 67

N+NO2maN2O+0

98. FO+FOmaF+F+02

99 EO+F0ma030+0

100. N0+OSmaN02+02

N0''12maNFO÷F

102. N20+MmaN2+0+M

o- 0+N3NO+N2

3(34 O+N034'502+N03

1.410-12

2.090-12

6.610-14

2.350-32

6.920-Is

2.360-10

1.000-tt

1.000-It

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.

0.

8051.

1459.

1157.

25810.

0.

0.

64

64

64

64

64

51

51

51

144. Of'-s-0s=a202+0 1.500-Il 0.00 0. 67

145 202*+02ma203 1000-31 0.00 0 67

46. of + 05m 202+0 5.200-lI 0.00 2840. 67

147. 0 + °2 maO] + 0 5.000-Is 0.00 0. 68

146 0 +02+Mma03+M 1.100-30 0.00 0. 66

349 02"+OO3+0 1,500-to 000 0. 66

0' +02'.-Ms=rO+02+M 2.000-23 0.00 0. 68

si Of+O'e'r03-rO .730-06 -0.50 0. 68

-
152. 0" v0r maOS+02 3.460-06 -0.50 0. 68

305, O÷NO2ma0+N0 ISlEtS 000 2509. 51
153 03+E+Mma03+M 4.600-28 0.00 0. 68

N+O20N0 4.640-It 0.00 0. 66 154. O + Oma 02e 02 tOO-Il 0.00 0. 68

307. N÷O2maNO+O

tog N'+02ma02+N

109 N'-rNOmaNO+N

110. N'+t4OmaN2+0

Ill. N'-s-t420maNO+N

112. N2+OmaO+N2

113, N2+OmaNO+N

314 Nf+02ma02.-N2

2,320-to

3.070-10

4720-10

8330-It

5.550-tO

9.sOa-t2

1,300-tO

5.000-11

0.00

0.00

000

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

66

66

55

65

66

66

66

66

0 +N2maNO2+NO t.000-20 0.00 0. 68

156. Of 4-N02ma02-,-NOf 2.800-10 0.00 0. 66

t57. N02"+03ma02+NOf 9.000-11 0.00 0 68

t58. o+OjmaO+O 5.500-10 0.00 0 68

159 0 03 Of +02 1.000-tI 0.00 0. 68

160. Of 03ma03 +02 3.200-10 0.00 0. 68

161 0f vOmaO2-v02+E 3.100-13 0.00 0. 68

162. 0 +O 02+ 02+0 3.000-10 0.00 0. 68

163 0-' + 03 ma F Of 2.000-14 0.00 0. 69

'315. N2+N0maNO+N2

116. N5 + $20 ma N20+ N2

I t7. O + 2 ma NO' + N

118. O+O2O2+0

4.300-10

6,000-10

1.200-12

2.100,41

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0

0.

0,

0.

66

66

66

66

t Rate coefficients are estimates or are derived from estimates
of electron-impact cross section,

1 Rate coefficients are functions of electron temperature; refer-
ences are for collision cross sections,

119, O+(4OmaNO+O

120. 0 + NO2 ma NOj + 0

121. 0+N20maN2&+O

122 o2'+NmaNO+O

121 oi+NOmaNO+02
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the transport tube length- The plasma source and trans-
port tube models consider the reactions listed in Table I.
Sensitivity of plasma-source predictions to the reaction
parameters is discussed in the following Results and
Discussion section.

By the time the gas flows into the downstream chamber,
it is primarily composed of neutral species, and the domi-
nant chemical processes are gas-phase radical recombina-
tion and the wafer-etch surface chemistxy For the down-
stream model, then, we consider only the transport and
reaction of neutral species in the gas phase. The reduced
reaction mechanism for the neutral flow simulation was
determined through testing and sensitivity analysis using
the Sandia 1D stagnation-flow code SPIN4'3 over a range
of transport-tube outlet conditions. Through this method-
ology, we determined a minimum downstream species set
of F, F2, NF3, 02, N2, SiF4, and NFO. In addition, we found
that the gas-phase reactions in the downstream chamber
had less than a 3% effect on the etch rate predicted at the
wafer surface. For the 2D simulations, then, no gas-phase
reactions are included.

We determine reaction rate coefficients for the electron-
impact reactions through solution of the Boltzmann equa-
tion using the software, ELENDIF.'° This requires collision
cross-sectional information for each of the electron
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processes considered. The references given in Table I for transport tube, recombination of F and 0 radicals, as well
the electron-impact reactions refer to the origin of the as ion recombination, are the dominant heterogeneous
electron-impact cross sections. Although much detailed processes. The reaction probabilities for the radical
information was available for NF,, 02, 0, N2, N, F, and F2 recombinations come from measured values by Greaves
interactions, many of the remaining cross sections were and Linnett'4 and Ganguli and Kaufman'5 for Teflon sur-
estimated from analogies to those and other molecules. faces. For ion recombination, the transport tube is allowed
Given electron collision cross sections, repeated runs of to charge negative, as electrons and negative ions hit the
ELENDIF provide a correlation between reaction rate surface. Positive ions then react with these "negative
coefficients and the mean electron energy over a range of sites" to gain an electron and leave the surface neutral.
Em (electric field divided by gas number density) values. This results in a net depletion of electrons and ions as the
This data is then fit with a modified Arrhenius form pro- gas traverses the length of the transport tube. In the down-
viding reaction rate coefficient values as a function of stream chamber, the heterogeneous chemistry considers
mean electron temperature. In order to use the Boltzmann silicon dioxide etch by atomic fluorine on the wafer sur-
solutions in this pre-processor mode, we have to make face, and radical recombination on the reaction-chamber
some a priori assumptions about gas composition. The walls. The etch reaction probability and activation energy
reaction rate coefficients given in Table I used an initial at the wafer are taken from the work of Flamm et al.1' for
gas composition of —50% NF,, 40% 02, and a small per- silicon dioxide.
centage for each of NF2, NF', N2, N, F2, F, and 0. While pre-
vious analysis of plasma chemistry has shown a sensitivi-
ty of electron energy distribution functions to the gas
neutral composition, the effect on the well-mixed plasma
simulation should be at most secondary (<10%) and is
neglected here. Numerous rotational, vibrational, and
excitation processes for N, N2, 0, 02, and F2 are included
in the Boltzmann solutions to obtain the energy distribu-
tion functions. However, the rates tabulated in Table i
include only excitations that provide significant energy
loss to the global electron-energy balance in the plasma
source model. In this way, the plasma source model does
not attempt to compute population densities of low-ener-
gy quantum states, but does include excitation rates that
contribute to the inelastic electron-energy loss term.

Neutral and ion reaction rates are included in Table I
These reaction rate coefficients also derive from many
sources, as indicated by the references in the right-hand
column. In addition to those listed in Table i, several ion
charge-exchange rates were estimated by scaling a meas-
ured charge-exchange rate by the ratio of ionization
potentials of the product and reactant ions. Unless other-
wise listed, all ion-ion mutual neutralization reactions
were assumed to have a rate constant of 10° cm'/s." The
simulations include these reactions as necessary for the
dominant ions present in the system, but they are not list-
ed explicitly in Table I. For the reactions that are listed in
Table I, the entries that show a zero activation energy (i.e.,
C 0.0) generally indicate that we were only able to
obtain rate-constant values at a single temperature.

As several of the neutral reactions are reversible
processes, it is necessary either to include explicitly the

Microwave applicator plasma model.—The plasma
source region model uses perfectly stirred reactor approx-
imations that allow predictions of spatially and temporal-
ly averaged plasma properties. This model has been
described previously in detail.'6'17 The solution of species,
mass, gas-energy, and electron-energy balance equations
determines the steady-state gas and electron temperature,
and species concentrations for ions, electrons, and neutral
species. The electron energy equation balances power
deposition to the electrons with energy loss including elas-
tic and inelastic collision processes. This balance deter-
mines the ionization and dissociation level of the plasma.
The gas temperature is determined primarily from the bal-
ance between losses to the external environment, through
a heat-transfer coefficient, and net gains through neutral
third-body chemical recombination.

The microwave applicator in the CDE-80 tool is quartz
and suffers a significant erosion rate in the presence of NF3
plasmas. The erosion results in a large consumption of F-
atom etchant through creation of the etch product SiF4.
For this reason, prediction of net F-atom production in the
plasma source requires inclusion of the quartz-etch F-loss
mechanism, discussed in the previous section. The thermal
etch mechanism is strongly dependent on the surface tern-
perature where the etching occurs. For this reason, we
included an additional heat balance in the model to esti-
mate the quartz applicator internal surface temperature.
A heat-transfer coefficient between the hot plasma gas
and the internal wall was calculated from an empirical
correlation for fully developed, laminar, internal pipe
flow, where the Nusselt number is given by'8

reverse rate coefficients or to determine the reverse para-
meters from species thermodynamic data. Species
enthalpy also plays an important role in the energy bal-
ances of each of the model segments. We have therefore
compiled known or reasonable estimates for the thermo-
dynamic data of all of the species considered in Table
Most of this information for neutral species is available
from the Chemkin Thermodynamic Database.6 For posi-
tive ion species, we estimated the species enthalpy by
adding the ionization energy to the enthalpy of the corre-
sponding neutral species, and used the entropy of the neu-
tral species to represent the ion entropy. The temperature-
dependent specific heat was assumed to be the same for
the ion and corresponding neutral species. A similar
approach to negative ions employed values of the electron
affinity to estimate thermodynamic properties from the
neutral species data.

For surface chemistry, each model segment includes a
different set of reaction kinetics. In the plasma source
region, heterogeneous reactions account for etching of the
quartz applicator, as well as 0-atom recombination. The
quartz-etch mechanism includes both chemical-etch and
positive-ion enhanced etch pathways, derived from the
work of Butterbaugh et al." The 0-atom recombination

Nud !. = 3.66 + O.0668(d/L)RedPr
1 + 0.04[d/L)Red Pr]"

Here h is the heat-transfer coefficient, k is the thermal
conductivity of the fluid in contact with the tube internal
walls, d and L are the tube diameter and length, while Red
and Pr are the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers of the inter-
nal flow. For the gas-mixture properties in the fluid
boundary layer, we used estimated values for a mostly dis-
sociated NF, gas mixture at about 1000 K. The resulting
viscosity and thermal conductivity were then 0.00052 g/cm
s and 6500 erg/s K cm, respectively. These properties were
kept constant for the plasma source through all of the
CDE-80 tool simulations reported here.

By including this surface chemistry we were able to
reproduce the observed quartz etch rates for the CDE-80
tool'9 within a factor of two for the nominal conditions.
Under these conditions, the ion-enhanced etch and ther-
mal etch pathways contributed about equally to the loss of
bulk SiO, from the quartz tube. This result was further
corroborated by the observation that severe cooling of a
similar applicator tube only reduced the erosion rate by
about one-half.2°

employs the measured rate of Greaves and Linnett.'4 The
plasma source region also includes positive ion and elec-
tron recombination through surface interaction. In the

Transport tube model—The transport tube model solves
the steady-state plug flow equations in order to relate the
gas properties at the inlet of the process chamber to those
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at the exit of the plasma source. The plug-flow approxi-
mation assumes that (i) transport in the axial direction is
dominated by convection, i.e., axial diffusion is negligible;
and (ii) radial transport is sufficiently rapid to overcome
the effects of surface processes and maintain uniformity in
the radial direction. The resulting one-dimensional model
consists of a first-order differential/algebraic system that
is mathematically decoupled from the process chamber
model and thus much easier to solve.

The transport tube equations consist of the usual mass,
momentum, and energy balances for plug flow (see, for
example, Bird et at.22), but with certain modifications to
account for plasma effects. The conservation equations for
total mass and for each gas-phase species balance the con-
vective transport with the net production rate by both
homogeneous (gas-phase) and heterogeneous (surface)
reactions. For the surface species there is (by assumption)
no transport, so the net production rate is set equal to zero.
The gas-phase momentum equation expresses the axial
acceleration in terms of both pressure and viscous forces.
This is supplemented by an ideal gas equation of state in
which the electrons have a separate temperature. The
overall gas-phase energy equation relates changes in
enthalpy and kinetic energy to the rate of heat loss to the
surroundings. There is also a separate electron energy bal-
ance which shows how the enthalpy and kinetic energy
fluxes of the electrons are affected by the chemical pro-
duction rates and the rates of energy loss via both elastic
and inelastic collisions, and surface losses.

The foregoing model allows one to find the axial profiles
of the gas-phase density, velocity, pressure, temperature,
and composition, as well as the electron temperature and
the species site fractions on the tube surface. Initial values
for the gas properties are obtained from the output of the
plasma source model. The differential/algebraic system
describing the remainder of the tube can then be solved
using the standard DASSL22 routines.

Downstream chamber model.—Exit conditions from the
transport tube model provide the inlet species mass frac-
tions for the downstream-etch chamber analysis. The pur-
pose of the showerhead manifold at the chamber inlet is to
redistribute the flow from the transport tube into the
process chamber, providing radially uniform inlet mass
flux. For the purposes of the analysis here, we assume an
optimal showerhead design.

A chemically reacting flow model then addresses trans-
port of neutral radicals to the wafer surface. The 2D react-
ing-flow model solves the axisymmetric, incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations using finite-volume methods,
coupled to solution of the gas energy equation and species
conservation equations including multicomponent trans-
port and surface chemistry. The model employs a semi-
implicit solution method based on the TEACH code,23 and
the SIMPLER algorithm24 for determining the pressure
field. The simulation acquires transport and thermody-
namic properties from the Chemkin Transport-Property
routines and Thermodynamic Database.256 This chemical-
ly reacting flow software has been described previously in
the context of chemical vapor deposition analysis.26'27

In the downstream chamber, the only etchant species
considered here is atomic fluorine. For this reason, the pri-
mary role of the 2D simulation is to predict the transport
of F to the wafer surface and the etch product SiF4 away
from the wafer. It is therefore necessary to solve species-
conservation equations only for the dominant neutral
species, and to include the effects of multicomponent dif-
fusion and gas-phase radical recombination. 1D simula-
tions determined that the gas-phase radical recombination
was negligible for the conditions considered here, so that
the dominant mechanisms are convection and diffusion of
the etchant species to the wafer surface.

Results and Discussion
The chemical kinetics described in the previous section

is admittedly complex and involves a fair number of
uncertain parameters. Rather than trying to determine

Fig. 2. Comparison of plasma source model results with experi-
mental data for the RF plasma system of Perrin.28

each of these parameters in detail, however, our objective
was to develop a chemical mechanism that, as a whole,
could predict experimental observations in the NF3 plas-
ma system being studied. For this reason, comparisons
with experimental data are required to obtain confidence
in the predictive capabilities of the kinetics mechanism.
Figure 2 shows an example of comparisons made for the
plasma source model applied to the experimental condi-
tions of Perrin et at.28 Perrin's system consisted of a cylin-
drical radio-frequency (HF) plasma chamber with silicon
dioxide covering the chamber walls. Species concentra-
tions were measured using mass spectrometry. Although
the plasma source here is significantly different from the
electrodeless source of the chemical downstream etch sys-
tems, the bulk plasma model can still approximate well
the time-averaged plasma properties. Aydil and Eco-
nomou29 previously modeled electronegative RF dis-
charges successfully using separate bulk-plasma and
sheath models, neglecting power dissipation in the sheath
and assuming uniform bulk-plasma properties. In the sim-
ulation of Perrins data, the plasma source model used a
chamber volume of 12,800 cm3, a surface area of 4480 cm2,
and a flow rate of 140 sccm NF3 at 75 mTorr, while the HF
power was varied. Results in Fig. 2 show quantitative
agreement between the model and the observed NF, disso-
ciation rate, as well as prediction of the SiF4 production
through etching of the quartz walls.

Another check on the validity of the chemistry set is to
consider detailed sensitivity analysis of the important
results to reaction parameters for the conditions of inter-
est to this study. For the plasma source, where the chem-
istry is the most complex, our primary interest is in the
dependence of the atomic fluorine concentration on the
source operating parameters. The solution algorithm for
the plasma source model uses a modified Newton-iteration
method, where a numerical Jacobian matrix is calculated.
This method facilitates calculation of quantitative sensi-
tivity coefficients describing the sensitivity of the solution
on a vector of parameters, in this case the reaction-rate
coefficients. The method for obtaining the sensitivity coef-
ficients is described in detail elsewhere.'7 The coefficients
are normalized as logarithmic derivatives, i.e., 9 ln Y4/3ln
a3 = (a1/Y8)aY4/0a3. Analysis of the fluorine atom concen-
tration for the nominal conditions described below shows
that the dominant gas-phase reaction paths (with normal-
ized sensitivity coefficients greater than 0.01) are limited
to those depicted in Fig. 3. The reaction parameters for
each of these reaction paths was either measured directly
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or determined from oh initio calculations of the electron-
impact cross sections for dissociation and ionization of
NF3. While Fig. 3 suggests that a much smaller reaction set
could be used in our simulations than that listed in Table I,
we were additionally interested in obtaining some under-
standing of relative species concentrations for species
other than F, where no experimental data was available.
Also, the use of the expanded reaction set does not create
any computational difficulties for the plasma-source or
transport-tube simulations

With confidence gained in the model chemistry, we then
apply the linked-model simulations to the study of para-
meter variations in the CDE system shown in Fig. 1.
Nominal conditions for this study were 75 sccm flow of

NF3 through the system at a reactor pressure of 525 mTorr,
and 500 W microwave power applied in the plasma source.
The plasma in the source region is taken to be 2.8 cm in
diameter and about 30 cm in length. The nominal inner
radius of the transport tube is also 2.8 cm with a total
length of about 75 cm between the source region and the
downstream chamber.

Results of varying power, gas flow rate, oxygen addition,
and pressure in the plasma source region are shown in Fig. 4.
The results show a high degree of NF3 dissociation in all
cases. Results also indicate the magnitude of the quartz-
tube etch rate as a function of the operating parameters
through the evolution of SiF4 and °2 In these simulations
the SiF4 is not allowed to dissociate once it is formed,
while the oxygen does participate in the plasma reactions.
This assumption avoids further complexity of the already
lengthy reaction list and will not significantly affect the
composition results. The effect of increasing the flow rate
and thereby decreasing the plasma residence time is
shown in Fig. 4b. The primary effects of increased flow
rate for these conditions are to decrease the NF3 dissocia-
tion level and decrease the quartz etch rate. Figure 4c
shows results for oxygen added to the system while the
total gas flow rate is held constant. For this case the frac-
tional dissociation of NF3 remains nearly constant, and the
F mole-fraction decrease reflects the replacement of NF3 in
the inlet stream. Figure 4d shows the effects of reactor
pressure on plasma composition in the source region. Here,
although the mole fraction of F remains nearly constant as
the pressure is increased, the atomic fluorine concentra-
tion increases due to the increase in total gas density The
plasma source simulation also provides ion densities and
composition. In all cases the plasma is highly electronega-
tive and the dominant negative ion is F-. With oxygen
addition, 0 also becomes important. The positive ion

(b)

(c) (ci)

Fig. 4. Plasma source model
predictions of neutral densities
in the CDE-80 source region as
functions of (a) power (b) gas
flow rate, (c} percent oxygen
with constant total flow rate,
and (d) pressure. Nominal con-
ditions are 75 sccm total flow
rate, 0% 02, 0.525 Torr, and
500 W deposited power.

Fig. 3. Dominant gas-phase reaction paths in the determination
of F density in the plasma source.
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composition changes upon the addition of oxygen: NF
and NF are dominant for NF3 alone, while O becomes
dominant and NO becomes significant as more oxygen
flows through the system. The total positive-ion density
stays near 2 >< 1012/cm3 in the source region for all of the
conditions considered here. The predicted electron density
is about 7.7 >< l0°/cm3 for the nominal conditions, increas-
ing with decreasing flow rate and increasing power.

Figure 5 shows results from the transport tube simula-
tions for the nominal reactor conditions. Here the effect of
transport-tube length is apparent from the axial depen-
dence of the species mole fractions. In all cases run, the F
concentration remains high despite recombination on the
tube's inner Teflon surface. Electron density drops off
rapidly due to wall interactions with ions: The positive ion
density remains significant farther into the transport tube,
due to the predominance of negative ions. Positive and
negative ions recombine as they proceed down the trans-
port tube through two mechanisms: gas-phase neutraliza-
tion and the exchange of electrons through wall interac-
tions. The latter mechanism is enabled once the electron
density decays and the plasma sheath remaining near the
tube walls is negligible. This surface neutralization mech-
anism dominates and causes the charge density to drop
below io within a few centimeters from the transport
tube inlet. Below this density, the ion mole fractions can-
not be accurately determined due to the resolution limits
of the transport-tube model solution. The absence of sig-
nificant charge density downstream of the transport tube
is, however, consistent with measurements performed on
the CDE-80 tool.3° In these measurements, the charge den-
sities downstream of N2/02 plasmas were less than about
106/cm3 when the N2/02 ratio was less than 9, although a
peak in charge density of io is apparent at 5% °2in N2. In
the NF3 plasma simulations, the ratio of N2 to °2 down-
stream of the plasma is between 0.2 and 6 for the condi-

F

NFO

tions reported here. The model results suggest that the 75 cm
transport-tube length greatly exceeds that necessary to
remove the ions from the plasma in the CDE system. Also,
the optimal transport tube design, including tube length
and material, depends on the process chemistry and the
electronegativity of the source plasma.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of predicted downstream
wafer etch rates3° for etching of silicon dioxide with meas-
ured etch rates on the CDE-80 tool. For these comparisons
we used the 1D stagnation flow code5 for the downstream
chamber simulation. However, each of the model etch
rates represents a full simulation from the plasma source
through the transport tube to the downstream chamber,
including iteration between the plasma source and the
transport-tube model to arrive at the appropriate plasma
source pressure. In all cases the downstream chamber
pressure is fixed at 525 mTorr. Figure 6 shows excellent
agreement between the model and experiments for the
325 W power cases and for the 700 W/300 seem cases.

For the 500 W power, 75 seem eases, the model predicts
higher etch rates and a sharper dedllne in oxide etch rate
with added oxygen flow rate than observed. The source of
this discrepancy lies in our inability to fully capture the
effects of increased source power on the etch rate of the
upstream quartz microwave applicator. Intuitively one
would expect that increasing the power in the microwave
source from 325 to 500 W, keeping flow rate and pressure
constant, would have the effect of increasing the dissocia-
tion in the plasma and therefore increase the mole fraction
of fluorine atoms. However, this effect must compete with
the increased heating of the plasma gas and the applicator
walls. As the source walls heat up, the quartz etching
increases due to the exponential dependence of the etch
rate on surface temperature. The quartz etch provides a
sink for fluorine atoms through the production of the etch
product SiF4. Although the model results shown in Fig. 6
do illustrate this competition, the effect of increased
quartz etching is not as strong as indicated by the meas-
ured results. In the source model, the heating of the quartz
tube is modeled through specification of an internal and
external heat-transfer coefficient and a heat balance for
the bulk gas in the plasma. The resulting surface temper-
atures calculated are between 450 and 1000 K as the
power is varied from 325 to 1000 W While the effect of
surface temperature on thermal etch rate is captured in
the measured etch rate employed in the simulation, the
measurement was for etching thermal oxide, rather than
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quartz. In addition, there may be a significant nonthermal
effect of increasing the source power on etch rate. Our
model does include ion-enhanced etch reactions, but does
not include any dependence on ion energy, nor any meas-
ure of the ion energy as a function of source power. We
found that increasing the thermal-etch reaction rate in the
model does cause the fluorine mole fraction calculated in
the 500 W case to drop significantly below the 325 W case,
more in agreement with the measured downstream etch
rates. It should also be noted that the experimental data
was taken from patterned wafers, where the oxide is a
fraction of the total wafer area, while the model simulates
etching of blanket oxide wafers. Even with the discrepan-
cy in the power effect on etch rate, however, the model pre-
dictions are well within 25% for the 500 W case, and with-
in 10% for the 300 and 700 W/300 sccm cases.

Results from the 2D reacting flow analysis in the down-
stream chamber are shown for the nominal case (500 W, 75
seem) in Fig. 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the mole fraction
contours for the F and SiF4 species. Diffusive transport
has only a minor effect in this region due to the relatively
low reaction probability of the atomic fluorine on the sili-
con dioxide. With this etch rate, radical transport to the
surface becomes surface-kinetic limited, and surface tem-
perature may play the dominant role in determining etch
uniformity. For high reaction probabilities, such as fluo-
rine etch of polysilicon, the process becomes transport
limited and the uniformity depends strongly on the uni-
formity of species fluxes delivered to the surface. Figure 8
also demonstrates the role of species diffusion. On the left
side of Fig. 8 are streamlines for total mass flux, showing
the flow of gas through the reactor chamber. On the right
side, however, we plot fluorine-atom streamlines calculat-
ed from the addition of the convective flux vector and dif-
fusive flux vector for F If the surface-reaction probability
of the fluorine atoms were very small, the F streamlines
would coincide with the mass streamlines. In this case,
however, the diffusive flux does affect the fluorine flux
profile, but does not entirely dominate convection.

The predicted silicon dioxide etch rate is faster at the
wafer edge than at the center. This enhanced etching at the
wafer edge is due to acceleration of the flow around the
wafer, which results in enhanced radial diffusion of F to
the wafer corner. The average etch rate predicted by the
2D simulation is 172 A/mm (compared with the 1D pre-
diction of 148 A/mm) with a 3ffnonuniformity of 0.15%.
The 13% underprediction by the 1D simulation is due to
the neglect of radial diffusion in the 1D model. This effect

— —

is illustrated by the species contours shown in Fig. 7. Here
the fluorine atom concentration is depleted in the center of
the reactor due to the etching reactions. This gradient, and
the fact that the gas-inlet area is larger than the wafer
area, drive diffusion of the fluorine atoms in from the
edges of the reactor, replenishing the etchant at the wafer.

Conclusions
The combination of the three modeling approaches pre-

sented here provides a coherent view of the chemistry
interactions in a CDE process. The use of the models in
tandem allows investigation into the impact of varying
plasma source operating parameters on downstream etch
results, as well as the role of the transport tube in deliver-
ing ions and radicals to the wafer surface. The down-
stream chamber calculations show the importance of com-
peting processes under different etch conditions, and
allow optimization of etch rate uniformity through reactor
and process modifications. Comparisons of model predic-
tions with available experimental data show good agree-
ment for every portion of the model, including down-
stream etch performance results. These comparisons
provide validation of the chemical reaction mechanisms
employed in the model segments, to the extent that they
are able to predict the evolution of the fluorine atom con-
centration through the CDE system. With these chemistry
mechanisms and the linked-model methodology, we can
examine trade-offs in achieving process objectives, reduce
reactor design time, and understand the future impact of
process modifications.
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Rates of NF, thermal decomposition in the temperature range 1450-2050 K and pressure range 1.2-4.2 atm were measured by 
a shock tube technique. NF? decomposition was monitored by UV absorption of the produced NFI radicals. The bimolecular rate 
constant of the NF3 decomposition reaction essentially depends upon pressure. An empirical formula was obtained from the 
experimental data which correctly expresses the dependence of the measured rate constant of decomposition upon the tempera- 
ture and pressure of the reacting mixture behind the shock wave. 

1. Introduction 

Investigation of unimolecular reaction kinetics is 
a fundamental branch of modern chemical physics 
and also is of essential practical interest [ 11. Exper- 

imental and theoretical investigations carried out so 
far were mainly concerned with dissociation and iso- 
merization reactions of complex organic molecules 
and decomposition reactions of diatomic molecules. 
Decomposition reactions of simple polyatomic mol- 
ecules containing 3-5 atoms were studied in only a 
few works [ 1,2 1. 

The kinetics of NFJ thermal decomposition were 
explored previously in refs. [ 3-7 1. Experimental data 
[3-61 were treated in terms of the two-reaction- 
mechanism: 

NF3+M+NF2+F+M, (1) 

NF2+F+M+NF3+M. (2) 

Values of rate constants gained by different workers 
are not in satisfactory agreement. Values of the bi- 
molecular rate constant for process (1) in the low 
pressure limit at 1500 K vary from 3.5X lo6 [4] to 
4.5 x lo9 cm3/mol s [ 5 1. In our latest work [ 71 di- 
rect measurements of the bimolecular rate constant 

Correspondence to: N.N. Kudriavtsev, Moscow Institute of 
Physics and Technology, Dolgoprudny, Moscow Region 141700, 
Russian Federation. 

for process ( 1) in the low pressure limit were carried 
out at temperatures 1050-1600 K. In addition to this, 
there is no reliable information concerning NF3 ther- 
mal decomposition kinetics in the intermediate pres- 
sure range l-10 atm [ 41. Direct rate measurements 
of NFS thermal decomposition at intermediate pres- 
sures were performed in the present work. 

2. Experimental apparatus 

A shock tube technique was used in our experi- 
ments. NF3 decomposition was studied in a helium 
mixture behind reflected shock waves. The NF2 rad- 
ical concentration was monitored_ by UV absorption 
at 260 nm registration. Shock waves were generated 
in the stainless steel shock tube (70 mm inner di- 
ameter). Lengths of the driver and driven sections 
were 1 and 3.9 m, respectively. The gas temperature 
behind the reflected shock wave was calculated from 
the velocity of the incident shock wave measured on 
the 378 mm long base by means of two piezoelecttic 
gauges. Pressure in the reacting mixture was mea- 
sured by a piezoelectric pressure gauge located near 
the endplate. The spectrophotometric detection sys- 
tem consisted of a deuterium discharge lamp, quartz 
lenses to form the light beam, a 0.25 m grating 
monochromator and a photomultiplier. Signals from 
the photomultiplier and pressure gauge were dis- 
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played on the memorizing oscilloscopes. 

3. Results 

A mixture of NF, and helium in the ratio 1: 10 was 
used in our experiments. Typical oscillograms of ab- 
sorption and pressure behind the reflected shock 
waves are represented in fig. 1 (fig. la absorption, 
fig. lb pressure). The time interval A-B on the os- 
cillograms is considered to be a period of stationary 
conditions existence behind the reflected shock wave. 
The presence of a stationary plateau on the pressure 
oscillogram is connected with the isobaric progress 
of the chemical reactions. 

The absorption oscillograms initially show a linear 
behaviour. Then the rate of increase of absorption 
becomes smaller, before reaching its stationary level. 
The duration of the existence of stationary condi- 
tions decreased from 480 to 350 ps and the duration 
of the linear region on the absorption oscillograms 
decreased from 20 to 8 ps with increasing temper- 
ature from 1450 to 2050 K. IJV absorption in this 
system results from the NF2 radical absorption band 
with a maximum near 260 nm [ 81. The slope of the 
linear region on the absorption oscillogram is con- 
nected with the initial rate of reaction ( 1). Both the 
decrease in the NF2 formation rate and the stabili- 

Fig. 1. Typical oscillograms of absorption at 260 nm and pressure 
in the reacting mixture behind reflected shock waves: (a) ab- 
sorption, (b) pressure. P=2.4 atm, T- 2 100 K. 

zation of its concentration are caused by the influ- 
ence of secondary reactions [ 3 1. 

In such a manner the rate of the decomposition 
reaction (1) was measured directly in the temper- 
ature interval from 1450 to 2050 K and pressure in- 
terval from 1.2 to 4.2 atm. These experimental rate 
values cannot be described by the usual simple for- 
mula W=K( T)P”, where K(T) is the rate constant 
and n is the order of the reaction. The experimental 
rate values at different pressures and temperatures 
are represented in fig. 2 as plots of c[N2/ W values 
versus N, where &0.09 is initial molar fraction of 
NFJ in the mixture, and N is total concentration of 
the mixture. m2 / W values increase linearly with in- 
creasing N in the explored interval of total concen- 
trations 0.8~ 10-5<JV~3.2~ 10Bs mol/cm3 at each 
fixed value of temperature. The slopes of the appro- 

Fig. 2. Experimental decomposition rate values Win the form 
&V*/ IV versus N at different pressures and temperatures in the 
reacting mixture. c is the initial molar fraction of NFs, N is the 
total mixture concentration. ( 0 ) T= 15 10 K; ( 0 ) T= 1830 K; 
(I) Z-=1680 K; (0) T=1880 K; (A) T=1710 K; (A) 
T= 1980 K. 
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priate best-fit straight lines decrease monotonically 
with temperature growth, while their cross points 
with the ordinate axis increase monotonically. Tem- 
perature dependences of these values are represented 
in figs. 3a and 3b in the Arrhenius coordinates log K 
versus 1 04/T. Appropriate relationships are linear 
and so may be represented in the form of Arrhenius 
exponents. The facts mentioned permit us to de- 
scribe the dependence of the experimental values of 
reaction rate upon temperature and total concentra- 
tion of the mixture by the following formula 

&(T)t;N2 
w(N’ ‘)= [K2(T)/K1(T)]N-1 ’ (3) 

where KI(T)=(2.9?0.6)X105exp(-18600 
cal/mol/RT) s- ‘, &(T)=(2.3+0.7)~10’~ x 
exp( - 15400 cal/mol/RT) cm3/mol s, P= 1.2-4.2 
atm, T= 1450-2050 K. 

The appropriate bimolecular rate constant of the 
decomposition reaction ( 1) 

Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of K, (T) and&(T) functions 
in the Arrhenius coordinates log Kversus 104/F (a) Kr (T), (b) 

K,(T). 

&m = 
WN, T) &CT) 

5N2 = IKz(T)IKI(T)IN-~ (4) 

is obviously a function of both the temperature and 
pressure of the reacting mixture. It is necessary to 
mention that the functions K, (T) and K2 (T) are not 
considered to be rate constants of any elementary 
chemical reactions. 

Thus, an empirical formula describing experimen- 
tal values of the rate of the NF, decomposition re- 
action in the intermediate pressure range is gained. 
In former works concerning NF3 decomposition [ 3- 
7] the rate constant was measured in the limits of 
high and low pressures only. At pressures of order 1 
atm (total concentration NX (0.5-0.7) x lo-’ mol/ 
cm3) values of Kbim gained from eq. (4) are in sat- 
isfactory agreement with our former results of rate 
constant measurement in the low pressure limit [ 71, 

The provided formulae are of interest for several 
branches of physico-chemical explorations in which 
NF3 thermal decomposition is used as a source of 
NF1 radicals and fluorine atoms, such as the gen- 
eration of inert gas excimers [ 9 1, chemical lasers for 
visible and IR spectral region development [ 10,111 
etc. 
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Summary: Emission of PFCs (perfluorocompound) has
attracted much attention in recent years due to its relatively
high contribution to the global warming. Non-thermal plasma
is one of the most promising technologies to effectively
control the PFC emissions. In this study, a cylindrical DBD
(dielectric barrier discharge) reactor is adopted for the treat-
ment of NF3-containing streams. Besides the experimental
work, a numerical model is also developed for better under-
standing of the reaction mechanism of NF3 abatement in N2/
NF3 mixtures. Good agreement is observed between the
experimental data and the simulation results. Simulation
results indicate that the electrons and the N atoms are the
major active species responsible for the NF3 decomposition.
In addition, N2(A

3Sþ
u ) metastables plays a significant role in

the NF3 abatement. A simplified mechanism for the NF3
decomposition in the N2 – NF3 plasmas is proposed as well.

Reaction mechanisms for the decomposition of NF3 in a N2

– NF3 plasma.
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Dielectric Barrier Discharges in N2/NF3 Mixtures
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Introduction

Due to their relatively high contributions to the global

warming and their long lifetimes, perfluorocompounds

(PFCs) have attracted more and more attention during the

last decade. Since the Kyoto Protocol has come into effect,

it is essential to develop more effective and more eco-

nomical technologies to reduce/control the PFC emissions

from various sources. Unlike other PFCs, NF3 is toxic and

chemically reactive. However, NF3 has a number of

advantages over other fluorocarbons compounds, such as a

higher etching rate and a lack of polymer residue for-

mation, and it is therefore widely used for etching and

chamber cleaning in semiconductor manufacturing pro-

cesses. A variety of abatement technologies, including

catalytic oxidation, thermal decomposition, incineration

and carbon adsorption have been proposed and evaluated in

order to reduce the NF3 emissions. However, all these
Plasma Process. Polym. 2006, 3, 682–691
technologies encountered the same problem, which is

catalyst degradation or secondary pollution both caused by

the HF byproduct.[1] Fortunately, plasma technologies

which have been under intensive investigations for re-

moving various other pollutants from gas streams, such as

volatile organic compounds (VOCs),[2,3] NOx,
[4] SOx,

[5]

PFCs[6–9] can serve as an alternative solution. When an

electric potential is applied between the electrodes of a

plasma reactor, charged particles, especially electrons, will

be accelerated. Once the voltage reaches the breakdown

value, plasma is generated in the discharge gap. Species

existing in the plasma can be generally divided into three

categories, namely electrons, ions and neutral particles

(atoms, molecules, radicals and excited species). Because

of their much smaller mass compared to that of ions,

electrons can acquire much more energy than ions.

Undoubtedly, electrons are one of the most important

species in plasma. The interactions between the species
� 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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generated by the electron-impact reactions, for example

excitation, dissociation and ionization, lead to the synthesis

of useful or valuable products or to the destruction of

environment-unfriendly pollutants.

A number of literatures regarding removal of NF3 by

plasma technologies have been published. Wang et al.[1]

investigated the effects of different experimental para-

meters on the NF3 decomposition in an oxygen-based r.f.

plasma. Their results showed that the addition of O2 would

inhibit the NF3 removal due to the extra energy required

from the discharge to dissociate the O2 molecules. In

addition, the higher the input power, the more dominant the

recombination of NF3 via NF2þOF!NF3þO becomes.

Chang et al.[10] proposed a tandem packed-bed plasma and

an adsorbent hybrid system for the NF3 abatement. Their

study indicates that the removal efficiency of the overall

system decreases with increasing the gas flow. Moreover,

injecting a moderate amount of Ar into the gas stream

enhances the decomposition of NF3. Reaction mechanisms

of various gas mixtures including N2/NF3, N2/NF3/O2, N2/

NF3/H2 and N2/NF3/Ar were proposed in their publication

as well.

DBD (dielectric barrier discharge), the mainstream

technique used for ozonizers, has been successfully demons-

trated to remove gaseous pollutants. The main characteristic

of DBD is the presence of at least one dielectric material

between the electrodes, which results in the formation of

abundant microdischarges distributed spatially and tempo-

rally over the whole discharge gap. Due to the nonuniform

distribution of microdischarges, DBD can be deemed as

inhomogeneous plasma. Energetic electrons exist only in

the volume surrounded by each individual microdischarge.

Hence, the DBDs can be treated as a serial combination of

microdischarge regions and non-discharge regions, in the

latter dominating radicals and excited species with long
3
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Figure 1. The schematic of the experimental
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lifetimes. The characteristic parameters of the microdis-

charges, such as lifetime, radius and transmitted charges, are

all affected by the pressure, the dielectric material and the

gas composition used.

Experiments dealing with the removal of NF3 in N2/NF3
mixtures via DBDs are conducted in this study. Moreover,

a numerically mathematical model is developed for the

better understanding of the reaction mechanisms taking

placing in N2/NF3 plasmas. A modified chemical reaction

set based on the reference[10] is proposed. Considering the

lifetimes and the threshold energy, N2(A
3Sþ

u ), metastable

species of the nitrogen molecule, are particularly con-

cerned. The importance of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) has been discussed in

numerous studies. Zhao et al.[11] indicated that N2(A
3Sþ

u )

is involved in the N2O and NO2 conversion in N2 plasmas;

moreover, N2(A
3Sþ

u ) acted as a medium to induce other

reactions. Guerra et al.[12] showed that N2(A
3Sþ

u ) was of

capital importance in the process of associative ionization

in pure nitrogen. Dilecce et al.[13] discussed the measure-

ment of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) concentration using LIF (laser-induced

fluorescence). Previous studies have revealed the impor-

tance of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) in plasma processing. In this study,

comparisons between the experimental data and simulation

results are made for validation. Subsequently, the model is

applied to the simulation of complicated plasma chemistry.
Experimental Part

Experimental Apparatus

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Figure 1.
All the experiments in this study were conducted with a
cylindrical DBD reactor. The reactor was constructed by
placing a stainless steel stick with the diameter of 0.3 cm
within a quartz tube, whose inner diameter, outer diameter and
7

6

Vent

1: Power Meter
2: High Voltag 
    Transformer
3: N2 Cylinder
4: NF3 Cylinder
5: Mass Flow Controller
6: DBD Reactor
7: FT-IR

setup.
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length were 1.8 cm, 2.2 cm and 80 cm, respectively. A 30 cm
long copper foil wrapped around the quartz tube served as the
outer electrode. As a result, the discharge gap and discharge
volume corresponded to 0.75 cm and 74.2 cm3, respectively.
Gas stream containing 200 ppm NF3 and diluted with N2 was
chosen in order to simulate the gas emitted from the semi-
conductor industry. The total gas flow rate was kept constant at
1 SLPM. A set of mass flow controllers (Teledyne, HFC 202,
Teledyne, Los Angeles, CA, USA) were used to accurately
regulate the concentration wanted. Based on the gas flow rate
and the discharge volume, the gas residence time was esti-
mated to be 4.5 s. The high-voltage power supply system
consisted of a power meter (Chen-Hwa Co., Model 2100,
Power-Win Technology, Taipei, Taiwan) and a high-voltage
transformer (Jui-Hsiang PTY Co. Ltd., Taiwan). The applied
voltage and the frequency were controlled by a power meter.
The applied voltage was increased stepwise from 12 kV up to
18 kV by an interval of 2 kV, while the frequency was varied
from 60 to 120 Hz in this study. The gas stream after the
plasma treatment was passed into an FT-IR (Bio-Rad, FTS
165, USA) for measurement of the NF3 concentration, as well
as for the identification of the final products. In all experi-
ments, it required approximately 15 min for the FTIR instru-
ment to reach the steady state. Destruction and removal
efficiency (DRE) reported in this study was referred to the
value after achieving steady state.
Modeling Description

The numerical model is developed based on a cylindrical DBD
reactor constructed for the bench-scale experiments. As well
known, once the applied voltage is in excess of the breakdown
voltage needed to induce plasma, a large number of micro-
discharges are generated due to the existence of dielectric
between the electrodes. The charge accumulating on the di-
electric will cause an electric field in the opposite direction of
the applied voltage, thus the net electric field is reduced.When
the field strength is not sufficient to sustain the micro-
discharge, the plasma at that location is self-terminated. The
gas flow entering the reactor experiences numerous current
pulses (microdischarges) and non-discharge periods. Assump-
tions of the numerical model developed in this study are
described as follows: Taking the statistical distribution of
microdischarges into consideration, it is reasonable to treat the
DBD reactor as a serial combination of microdischarge
regions and non-discharge regions which alternate with each
other along the axial direction of the reactor. The electron
energy is assumed constant throughout the microdischarge,
and the deposited power is equally allotted to each micro-
discharge. The concept of a plug flow reactor (PFR) is adop-
ted; therefore, the radial variation in the concentrations of
species is not taken into account. The mass balance equation
of PFR can be referred to Equation (3). Besides, the reactor is
assumed to be isothermal, namely temperature variation with
time and position is not considered.

As listed in Table 1, the model includes a reaction set
consisting of 92 reactions and 24 species. Figure 2 illustrates
the reaction mechanism based on the reaction set adop-
ted in this study. Most of the rate constants were taken from
Plasma Process. Polym. 2006, 3, 682–691 www.plasma-polymers.o
literature. However, some electron-impact reaction rate cons-
tants were obtained by the integration of the electron collision
cross-sections over an electron energy distribution function
(EEDF) solved by the BOLSIG code (Morgon et al.[14])

For DBDs, energetic electrons merely exist in the volume
enclosed by each microdischarge. It can be concluded that the
electron-impact reactions do not take place anywhere else but
inside the microdischarge. During the extremely short lifetime
of microdischarges (typically on the order of 10�8 s), the
remaining species can be considered as stationary relative to
electrons. Therefore, only electron-impact reactions and
electron wall loss reaction are involved in the microdischarge.
It has been verified that no significant difference exists be-
tween the results obtained from the cases with and without
neutral-neutral and charged particles reactions in the micro-
discharge region. Generally, excited species do not play an
important role for the decomposition of pollutants because of
their short lifetimes. The typical lifetime of excited species is
on the order of 10�8 s, while that of microdischarges is on the
same order. It implies that most excited species generated in
the microdischarge through the electron-impact reactions
will release their energy by radiation and return to the ground
state as the microdischarge vanishes, if no collisions occur
between the excited species and any other species in this
extremely short duration. Nevertheless, some metastable
species, like N2(A

3Sþ
u ), can survive as long as 2 s.[12] Addi-

tionally, the threshold energy required to generate N2(A
3Sþ

u )
through electron-impact reaction, corresponding to 6.17 eV, is
higher than the N–F bonding energy (2.89 eV). Therefore, it is
possible to break the N–F bond if an inelastic collision takes
place between N2(A

3Sþ
u ) and NF3. Hence, N2(A

3Sþ
u ) is listed

as one of the major species participating in the reactions of N2/
NF3 plasma system.

The external electrical field strength for a cylindrical DBD
reactor can be calculated using the following equation:
rg
E
*

g ¼
Vg � sinðvtÞ

r ln b
ri

� � (1)
where E
*

g is the electrical field in the discharge gap (kV/cm),
Vg is the voltage across the discharge gap (kV), v is the
angular velocity (rad/s), t - the time (s), r - the radial distance
from the center of inner electrode (cm), b - the the distance
between the center of inner electrode and the inner surface of
dielectric (cm) and ri - the radius of inner electrode (cm). The
term sin(vt) is set to be 1.0 considering that the discharges
take place only when the applied voltage approaches its peak.
The mean electrical field is determined by:
E
*

¼
R b

ri
E
*

gðrÞ2prdr
b2 � r2ið Þp (2)
Once E
*

is determined, one can obtain the reduced
field, defined as the ratio of E

*

to n (gas density in mole-
cules/cm3).

Species balance in terms of molar flow rate is used in this
study, where the subscript j stands for the species j. The quasi-
steady-state mass balance for the jth species can be expressed
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Table 1. Reactions considered in this study.

Electron Impact Reactions Rate Constants Ref.

NF3þe!NFþ2 þFþ2e 1.35� 10�16� (Te� 11 650)6.46� exp(�34 184/Te/11 650) [16]

NF3þe!NF2þF� 8.97� 1016� (Te� 11 650)�0.14� exp(�3 751/Te/11 650) [16]
NF3þe!NF2þFþe 1.24� 107� (Te� 11 650)1.72� exp(�37 274/Te/11 650) [16]
NF3þe!NFþ3 þ2e 4.45� 10�10� (Te� 11 650)5.0� exp(�38 111/Te/11 650) [16]

NF3þe!NFþ2Fþe 8.13� 10�7� (Te� 11 650)4.45� exp(�34 210/Te/11 650) [16]
NF3þe!NFþþ2Fþ2e 2.37� 10�39� (Te� 11 650)11.04� exp(�39 849/Te/11 650) [16]
NF2þe!NFþFþe 9.45� 106� (Te� 11 650) 1.84� exp(�27 565/Te/11 650) [16]
NF2þe!Nþ2Fþe 1.02� 10� (Te� 11 650)2.99� exp(�37 652/Te/11 650) [16]
NF2þe!NFþ2 þ2e 1.33� 10�9� (Te� 11 650)4.94� exp(�31 902/Te/11 650) [16]

NFþe!NþFþe 9.45� 106� (Te� 11 650)1.84� exp(�27 565/Te/11 650) [16]
NFþe!NFþþ2e 1.17� 10�18� (Te� 11 650)6.8� exp(�33 586/Te/11 650) [16]
Nþ

3 þe!N2þN 1.20� 1017� (Tg/Te/11 650)
0.5 [17]

N2þe!NþþNþ2e 5.57� 102� (T12:509e ) [14]

N2þe!N2
�þe 9.27� 1015 [14]

N2þe! 2Nþe 2.02� 1015� exp(�7.952/Te) [14]
N2þe!Nþ

2 þ2e 1.54� 10�19� (Te� 11 650)7.07� exp(�31 481/Te/11 650) [16]

Nþe!Nþþ2e 3.08� 10�13� (Te� 11 650)5.78� exp(�47 602/Te/11 650) [16]
N2þe!N2(A

3Sþ
u )þe 1.16� 1014� exp(�5.168/Te) [14]

N2þe!N2(B
3Pg)þe 1.75� 1015� exp(�5.196/Te) [14]

Nþþeþe!Nþe 3.62� 1028� (Tg/Te/11 650)
4.5 [17]

Fþ2 þe! FþF 2.08� 1018� (T�0:5
e ) [18]

F2þe!Fþ2 þ2e 9.87� 10�21� (Te� 11 650)7.25� exp(�32 883/Te/11 650) [16]

F2þe!F�þF 6.14� 1018� (Te� 11 650)�0.9� exp(�1 082/Te/11 650) [16]
F2þe! 2Fþe 1.81� 1014 [10]
FþeþM! F�þM 2.90� 1017 [10]
F�þe!Fþ2e 3.01� 1014 [10]
N2F2þe! 2Nþ2Fþe 1.37� 107� (Te� 11 650)1.7� exp(�36 391/Te/11 650) [16]
N2F4þe! 2Nþ4Fþe 1.37� 107� (Te� 11 650)1.7� exp(�36 391/Te/11 650) [16]
Nþ

4 þe! 2N2 1.20� 1018� (Tg/Te/11 650)
0.5 [17]

Nþ
2 þe!N�þN 1.20� 1017� (Tg/Te/11 650) [17]

Nþ
2 þe! 2N 1.69� 1017� (Tg/Te/11 650) [17]

Nþ
2 þ2e!N2þe 3.62� 1028� (Tg/Te/11 650) [17]

Nþ
2 þN2þe! 2N2 3.62� 1020� (Tg/Te/11 650) [17]

NþþN2þe!N2þN 3.62� 1020� (Tg/Te/11 650)
1.5 [17]

Charged-Particles Reactions Rate Constants Ref.
NF3þNþ

4 !NFþ2 þFþ2N2 6.02� 1014 [19]

NF3þNþ
3 !NFþ2 þFþNþN2 6.02� 1014 [19]

NF3þNþ
2 !NFþ2 þFþN2 6.02� 1014 [19]

NF3þNþ!NFþ2 þFþN 6.02� 1014 [19]

NFþ3 þF�!NF3þF 6.02� 1017 Estimated

NFþ2 þF�!NF2þF 6.02� 1017 Estimated

NFþþF�!NFþF 6.02� 1017 Estimated
Nþ

4 þN2!Nþ
2 þ2N2 1.26� 1008 [17]

Nþ
4 þN!Nþþ2N2 6.02� 1012 [17]

Nþ
3 þN2þM!Nþ

4 þNþM 3.99� 1018 [10]

Nþ
3 þF�!N3þF 6.02� 1017 Estimated

Nþ
3 þN!Nþ

2 þN2 1.81� 1013 [16]

Nþ
2 þN2þM!Nþ

3 þNþM 1.88� 1018 [10]

Nþ
2 þF�!N2þF 6.02� 1017 Estimated

Nþ
2 þN!NþþN2 4.33� 1011� (300/Tg)

4.5 [17]

Nþ
2 þN2(A

3Sþ
u )!Nþ

3 þN 1.81� 1013 [17]

Nþ
2 þ2N2!Nþ

4 þN2 2.46� 1019� (300/Tg) [17]

Nþ
2 þN2þN!Nþ

3 þN2 3.26� 1018� (400/Tg) [17]

Nþþ2N2!Nþ
3 þN2 3.26� 1018 [17]

NþþF�!NþF 6.02� 1017 Estimated
Fþ2 þF�! 3F 6.02� 1017 Estimated

Continued
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Table 1. (Continued)

Neutral-Neutral Reactions Rate Constants Ref.
NF3þNF! 2NF2 1.21� 1010 [20]
NF3þN2(A

3Sþ
u )!NF2þFþN2 1.20� 1011 [15]

NF3þN�!NF3þN 1.81� 1011 [15]
NF2þNF2þM!N2F4þM 2.18� 1015 [21]
NF2þNF!FþN2F2 1.21� 1012 [22]
NF2þN�! 2NF 2.77� 1012 [10]
NF2þN!NFþNF 1.81� 1012 [23]
NF2þFþM!NF3þM 3.23� 1017 [24]
NFþNF!N2þFþF 4.21� 1013 [20]
NFþN2F2!FþN2þNF2 1.21� 1012 [20]
NFþN�!N2þF 1.51� 1014 [15]
2N3! 3N2 8.43� 1011 [25]
N3þN! 2N2 8.43� 1013 [26]
N3þF!NFþN2 2.41� 1013 [27]
N2F4þM! 2NF2þM 7.83� 104 [21]
N2

�þN!N2þN 2.65� 1013 [15]
N2(B

3Pg)þN2!N2(A
3Sþ

u )þN2
� 1.72� 1013 [12]

N2(B
3Pg)!N2(A

3Sþ
u ) 2.00� 105 [12]

N2(A
3Sþ

u )þN2
�!N2(B

3Pg)þN2
� 1.20� 1013 [12]

N2(A
3Sþ

u )þ N2(A
3Sþ

u )!N2(B
3Pg)þN2

� 4.63� 1013 [12]

N2(A
3Sþ

u )þN!N2þN� 2.65� 1013 [15]
N2þN�!N2þN 1.02� 1010 [15]
2NþM!N2þM 7.95� 1015 [28]
2FþM!F2þM 2.21� 1014 [29]
Wall Loss Reactions Rate Constants Ref.
Nþ

4 þwall! 2N2 3.36� 104 Estimated

Nþ
3 þwall!N3 3.87� 104 Estimated

Nþ
2 þwall!N2 4.75� 104 Estimated

Nþþwall!N 6.71� 104 Estimated
NFþ3 þwall!NF3 2.98� 104 Estimated

NFþ2 þwall!NF2 3.48� 104 Estimated

NFþþwall!NF 4.37� 104 Estimated
Fþ2 þwall! F2 4.07� 104 Estimated

eþwall! (loss of electrons) 9.50� 107 Estimated
N�þwall!N 8.95� 104 Estimated
N2

�þwall!N2 6.33� 104 Estimated
N2(A

3Sþ
u )þwall!N2 6.33� 104 Estimated

N2(B
3Pg)þwall!N2 6.33� 104 Estimated

Note. Tg and Te are gas temperature (K) and electron temperature (eV), respectively. Rate constants are in the unit of cm3/mol/s for
two-body reactions, and cm6/mol2/s for three-body reactions. The third body (M) could be any gaseous particles. Therefore, M equals to
the density of the whole gas-phase system. Some of the charge-particles reactions are estimated based on the rate constant
of Fþ2 þF�! 3F (rate constant¼ 6.02� 1017 cm3/mol/s[10]). The rate constants of wall loss reactions are estimated based on mean
thermal velocity and are in the unit of 1/s. The wall presents the solid surfaces of inner electrode and dielectric. N�

2 stands for all the
excited species of N2 excluding N2(A

3Sþ
u ) and N2(B

3Pg), while N
�
represents all the excited specie of N.
as being:
Plasma
0 ¼ Fj � ðFj þ dFjÞ � rjdV (3)
where F is the molar flow rate of species j (mol/s), rj is the
reaction rate of species j (mol/cm3/s) and V is the reactor
volume (cm3). For tubular reactors, Equation (3) can be
rewritten as follows:
1

A

dFj

dX
¼

XM
m¼1

km P
N

n¼1

Fmn

Q

� �
(4)
Process. Polym. 2006, 3, 682–691 www.plasma-polymers.o
where km is the rate constant for the mth reactions (1/s, cm3/
mol/s or cm6/mol2/s for one-, two- or three-body reaction,
respectively), N¼ 1, 2, or 3 for one-, two- or three-body
reaction, respectively, Q is the gas flow rate (cm3/s), A - the
cross sectional area of the reactor (cm2) and X is the distance
from the entrance of species j. Each species involved in this
model has its differential equation in the form of Equation (4).
In other words, 24 differential equations of species balance
need to be solved. Matlab software was adopted to solve the
complex differential equations. The initial values of all species
excluding electrons, N2 and NF3 are set to zero. Initial value of
electron density (ne) is determined from the following
rg � 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 2. Reaction mechanisms in the N2/NF3 plasma system.
equation:
Plasma
Ne ¼
P

Q
� 1

2f � tr
� 1

Ee

(5)
where Ne is the electron density (electrons/cm3), P - the

deposited power (W), Q - the gas flow rate (cm3/s), f - the

AC power frequency (Hz), tr - the gas residence time (s),

and Ee - the mean electron energy (J), respectively. The

factor ‘‘2’’ in the second term of the right side indicates that

the discharges take place twice per cycle. P, Q, f and tr are

available from the experimental data, and Ee is calculated

in the BOLSIG code. Stringent tolerances are set up in the

computer programming by Matlab, for example, absolute

and relative error tolerances are fixed at 10�10 and 10�6,

respectively. Elementary balance had been checked to

verify the accuracy of computing process of the Matlab

program. The loss of elementary balance for each run is

rather low, typically smaller than 10�6, which indicates

that no truncating error occurs during the computing

processes. Hence, reliability of the predicted results is

certified.
Figure 3. Reduced field and mean electron energy Ee as a
function of the applied voltage.
Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the reduced field and the corresponding Ee

as a function of the applied voltage for the reactor used in

this study. The reduced field was determined by Equation

(2), while the corresponding Ee were obtained from
Process. Polym. 2006, 3, 682–691 www.plasma-polymers.o
BOLSIG code. The values of the reduced fields at various

voltages (12, 15 and 18 kV) applied in this study are 94,

118 and 141 Td, while the corresponding Ee are 2.04, 2.80

and 3.52 eV, respectively. For some specified pressure

value, the reduced field and Ee both increase as the applied

voltage is increased, as shown in Figure 3. As a result, the

rate constants of electron-impact reactions will be raised

because more electrons will acquire enough energy to

exceed the threshold energies required for the occurrences

of various electron-neutral reactions. In most cases, this is
rg � 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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beneficial for removing gaseous pollutants in that higher

densities of active species, specifically electrons, atoms,

radicals and ions, are produced in the plasmas.

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the NF3 DRE at various

applied voltages and frequencies obtained with experi-

ments and simulation, respectively. As it can be expected,

increasing the applied voltage raises the mean electron

energy, which is beneficial for the formation of active

species. On the other hand, the NF3 DRE increases with

increasing the frequency due to the enhancement of colli-

sion probability between electrons and neutral species.

Therefore, more active species, including radicals, excited

species and ions, can be produced, resulting in higher

NF3 DRE. The trends of experiments and simulation are

consistent, indicating the validity of this numerical model.

Figure 5 displays the comparison between the simula-

tion results obtained with and without taking into account

the gaseous reactions occurring in microdischarges. As

mentioned previously, neutral species can be considered as

stationary during the occurrence of the microdischarges

due to the short existence time of microdischarges and to
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Figure 4. NF3 destruction and removal efficiency as functions
of (a) applied voltage for a frequency of 60 Hz, and (b) frequency
for an applied voltage of 15 kV.
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the relatively low velocity of neutral species. Therefore, the

two cases in Figure 5 show little difference between each

other. Simulation results are consistent with the assump-

tions made in this modeling.

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the

importance of a certain reaction for destroyingNF3 in the N2/

NF3 plasma. It was carried out by comparing the change of

the NF3 removal efficiencies obtained with and without

changing the rate constant of the reaction considered. It can

be expected that the reactions involving active species, such

as electrons, radicals or metastables, would have significant

effects on NF3 DRE in sensitivity analysis. From this

consideration, the results of sensitivity analysis are divided

into three parts according to the active species involved.

Reactions showing little importance in sensitivity ana-

lysis will not be discussed in the following. Among the 34

electron-impact reactions adopted in this study, only two

reveal significance in sensitivity analysis (see Figure 6). ki
and DREi represent the original rate constant and NF3 DRE,

respectively. kf and DREf stand for the rate constant and NF3
DRE obtained by multiplying the original rate constant of a

certain reaction by a factor. Obviously, energetic electrons

are one of the most important species in plasma because they

can decompose NF3 directly or produce radicals that are

beneficial for the NF3 decomposition. Since electrons can

dissociate NF3 via NF3þe!NF2þF�, one can predict

the NF3 removal efficiency increases as its rate constant is

increased, and vice versa. Additionally, increasing the rate

constant of N2þe!NþNþe promotes the NF3 removal

efficiency as well, sinceN prevents the recombination of NF3
via NF2þN! 2NF.

The results of sensitivity analysis for the radical-

involving reactions with significance are shown in Figure 7.

In the reaction set proposed in this study, NF2 can react with

N and F to form NF and NF3, respectively. As the rate
Figure 5. Simulation results with and without gaseous reactions
occurring in the microdischarges.
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Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis for the reactions involving
the N2(A

3Sþ
u ) species.

Figure 6. Results of the sensitivity analysis for the electro-
n-impact reactions.
constant of NF2þN! 2NF increases, the NF3 removal

efficiency also increases as stated previously. On the other

hand, the results of NF2þFþM!NF3 and NþNþM!
N2þM have the same trends because these two reactions

inhibit the recombination of NF3 directly and indirectly,

respectively.

As shown in Figure 8, N2(A
3Sþ

u ) shows significant effect

on the NF3 removal. Increasing the rate constant of NF3þ
N2(A

3Sþ
u )!NF2þFþN2 leads to the fact that the percen-

tage of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) consumed by this reaction will increase.

While the rate constant is decreased, the utilization

of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) for directly decomposing NF3 is lowered.

In order to experimentally demonstrate the influence

of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) on NF3 removal, 1% of O2 is added to
Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis for the reactions involving
radicals.
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quench N2(A
3Sþ

u ). The rate constant of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) and O2

is 1.51� 1012 cm3/mol/s,[15] which is one order higher than

that of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) and NF3. However, one thing needs to the

confirmed first, specifically that the addition of 1% of O2

will not significantly affect the plasma characteristics. As

shown in Figure 9, the addition of 1% O2 has no significant

influence on the mean electron energy, which indicates that

the EEDF (electron energy distribution function) is not

significantly affected either. Moreover, the energy dis-

sipated by the electron-impact reactions of O2 is quite low

(<1%), which implies that the active species generated

from the oxygen molecules might not be so important in

the NF3 abatement. Figure 10 shows the experimental

results regarding the effect that the O2 addition has the NF3
Figure 9. The mean electron energy as a function of the reduced
field in pure N2 gas and N2/O2 mixture.
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Figure 10. Experimental results of the NF3 abatement in N2

plasmas with and without addition of oxygen.
removal. Obviously, adding a small amount of O2 signi-

ficantly decreases the NF3 removal efficiency. The major

reason is that most of the N2(A
3Sþ

u ) metastables are

quenched by O2. The result suggests that N2(A
3Sþ

u ) might

be important for the NF3 removal and this issue deserves

further investigation.

Based on the sensitivity analysis and on the experiments

conducted in this study, a simplified reaction scheme of

NF3 decomposition in N2 – NF3 plasma is presented in

Figure 11. NF3 can be decomposed into NF2 by elect-

rons, N2(A
3Sþ

u ) metastables and NF radicals. The first

two species dominate the decomposition reaction. After-

wards, NF2 can react with N to formNF, which can be further

reduced into stable end-product N2 by reacting with nitrogen

atoms.During the decomposition of NF3, F atoms are formed

simultaneously. F atoms could either self-recombine into F2
molecules or react with NF2 radicals to form NF3. The latter

reaction is adverse to the NF3 abatement. It implies that, if

one can find a chemical as additive that can rapidly consume

the F atoms, and slowly react with the N atoms, it will be

really helpful for the NF3 abatement.
Figure 11. Simplified reaction mechanism for the NF3
decomposition in a N2 – NF3 plasma.
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Conclusion

This study aims to a better understanding of the reaction

mechanisms taking place in N2/NF3 plasmas. A numerical

model is successfully developed for the simulation of NF3/

N2 plasmas in a cylindrical DBD reactor. Moreover, a

reaction set for NF3/N2 plasmas is proposed as well. Some

rate constants are estimated by the authors, however

the model requires further improvement. Considering the

relatively long lifetime and potential energy, N2(A
3Sþ

u )

metastables are considered as one species which is capable

to decompose NF3 directly. In addition to the electrons and

the N atoms, N2(A
3Sþ

u ) might be another important species

responsible for the NF3 decomposition. This speculation is

supported by both experimental results and simulation.

However, further validation of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) contribution

in the NF3 abatement is needed; further work such as the

measurement of N2(A
3Sþ

u ) concentrations in N2/NF3
plasmas, and the improvement of reaction set and the

corresponding rate constants. On the other hand, this study

found that NF3 abatement efficiency was significantly

reduced as 1% of O2 was added into the gas streams. This

phenomenon indicates that NF3 abatement could be signi-

ficantly affected by the impurities in gas streams. In

commercial applications such as in semiconductor manu-

facturing, the exhausts could contain a large variety of

impurities, thus this influence should be carefully consi-

dered in the future. However, a chemical or additive which

can rapidly consume the F atoms and be relatively inert

towards the N atoms, would be beneficial to the NF3
abatement. Otherwise, high power input for a DBD reactor

is unavoidably needed to achieve a reasonable NF3 abate-

ment efficiency.
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Shock waves in gas mixtures containing >94% Ar are combined with time-resolved spectrometry of NF2
absorption at 260 nm and HF emission at 2.7 fim, plus secondary diagnostics, in a survey of rapid ther-
mal reactions of NF3 and mixtures of H2 with NF3 or N2F4. NF3 decomposition between 1100 and 1500
K produces maximum NF2 concentrations accountable by the equilibrium NF3 +± NF2 + F, followed by
slower, irreversible NF2 removal. NF3-H2 mixtures were inert for >2 msec below ~1000 K, and reacted
in <50 /isec above ~1500 K, exhibiting (i) complete HF yield, preceded by supraequilibrium infrared
emission, (ii) no resolvable [NF2] transient, and (iii) copious NH (A3II —» X32-) chemiluminescence at
336 nm during the reaction. Delayed and gas dynamically unstable reactions occurred over the 1000 < T
< 1500 K range. Near 700-900 K, N2F4-H2 mixtures, containing butene to suppress room-temperature
reaction, quantitatively form NF2 which, like NF3, is inert for ~2 msec. At higher temperatures, the
NF2 yield from these mixtures is transient, and HF vibrational emission, NH chemiluminescence, and
gas dynamic instabilities occur very similarly to the NF3-H2 reaction. The roles of pyrolytic dissociation
and subsequent bimolecular reactions of the intermediates in the mechanism of stoichiometric formation
of HF and N2 are discussed.

Introduction
Recent use of NF3 and N2F4 as reagents in premixed

HF chemical lasers2 has prompted us to investigate the
occurrence of rapid thermal reactions of these substances
with H2. Although flames of NF3 and H2 have been repor-
ted,3a these gases may be mixed up to 100° without reac-
tion.36 Thermal decomposition kinetics of NF3 have only
been reported since the present work was completed.30 In
contrast, N2F4-H2 mixtures without an inhibitor are

spontaneously explosive near room temperature,36 and
several kinetics studies have been made4 of the forward4""0
and reverse4'1 dissociation of N2F4, as well as of subse-
quent decomposition5’6 of the resulting NF2.

Ultraviolet absorption by NF2 near 260 nm is an estab-
lished method30-4’56’7 of determining NF2 concentration in
situ. It is the central diagnostic used here, in conjunction
with incident shock waves in gas mixtures with >94% Ar,
to explore NF3 thermal decomposition and the partial
reaction behavior of N2F4-H2-C4H8 mixtures. Infrared
and ultraviolet emission spectrometry are used as comple-
mentary means of detecting the formation of HF and the
presence of nonequilibrium intermediates in the reaction
between H2 and either NF3 or N2F4.

The salient findings are the following.
(i) Measurable XI-X is formed during NF3 decomposi-

tion above about 1100 K, in amounts accountable by equi-
librium dissociation according to

nf3 + m —*• nf2 + F + M (1)

followed by slower, irreversible formation of the perma-
nent products, N2 and F atoms.

(ii) Below about 900 K, neither NF3 nor NF2 reacts de-
tectably with H2 for up to 0.002 sec, at partial pressures
in the neighborhood of 1-5 Torr.

(iii) The lowest temperature experiments (~ 1000-1400
K) with detectable HF formation in these mixtures exhib-
it pronounced, large-scale shock wave instabilities driven
by the exothermic overall reactions

‘/2H2 + y3NF3 —HF + yxy
A-ff°298 = —54.8 kcal/mol of HF (2)

;/2h2 + yxjy hf + /n2
AH°29s= -64.4 kcal/mol of HF (3)

(iv) With H2 and either NF3 or N2F4, prompt HF for-
mation occurs above ~1500 K. The reaction is accompa-
nied by intense chemiluminescent NH emission at 336
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nm, and by 2.7-gm HF emission, which exceeds the sub-
sequent stable, equilibrium thermal intensity. No NF2
was detected in t he H2 + NF3 case.

Experimental Section
Test mixtures of commercially supplied gases of the fol-

lowing grades, H2 and Ar, 99.9% purity; NF3 (Pennsalt)
98% purity, principal impurity air; N2F4 (Air Products)
and m-2-butene (Phillips), (the only C4HS isomer used in
this work) research grade, were prepared using a precision
quartz bourdon pressure gauge (Texas Instruments, 0-
1000 Torr range) and stored in a stainless steel vessel.
Mass spectrometric analysis of the mixt ure batches and of
the nitrogen fluoride supplies determined the absence of
major or unexpected impurities,

A liquid N2-trapped oil diffusion pump served the shock
tube and the gas manifold comprising copper, brass,
bronze, and aluminum parts, silver-soldered joints, and
Viton valve seats and O-rings, lubricated with Halocarbon
grease. The brass, 10.2 cm i.d., bursting diaphragm shock
tube was internally electroplated with Ni. A pair of 12.7-
mm diameter flat synthetic sapphire optical windows
were diametrically situated in the test section 3.84 m from
the diaphragm plane. Five 2-ram diameter piezoelectric
pressure sensors were spaced along the test section at in-
tervals of 10 cm or greater for shock velocity measurement
and instrument triggering. The postshock thermodynamic
states of gases were computed by established methods8
using the initial state data, the measured shock velocity,
and standard thermochemical data.9

Ultraviolet spectrometric measurements used a 0.5-m
grating monochromator (JACO Mode! 82-000), an RCA
1P28 photomultiplier, and a dc Hg-Xe arc lamp, in a

setup similar to Figure 1 of ref 10. Slit settings provided
approximately 4-mm axial resolution in the shock tube,
and the spectral band defined by the monochromator in
the absorption measurements on NF2 was triangular, cen-
tered at 260 nm with 6.4 nm half-width.

Infrared emission measurements were made with about
5-mm axial space resolution, using an InAs detector (Phil-
co) operated at room temperature in reverse-voltage bi-
ased mode in a straightforward setup with collimating
slits, a condensing mirror, and a multilayer filter with
0.7-^m half-width centered at 2,72 am, which selected the
vibrational fundamental of HF.

Auxiliary, time-integrated photographic spectra of
NF3 H2 and N2F4 H2 C4HM reactions in reflected shock
waves were also taken, through a sapphire window in the
end of the shock tube, using a Hilger medium quartz
spectrograph.

Results
Uv Absorption Measurements of [A/F2]. NF2 formation

during NF3 pyrolysis was examined by absorption spectro-
photometry at 254 < A < 266 nm in eight incident shock
wave experiments in a 5% NF3, 95% Ar mixture. These
experiments had a preshock pressure of 30 Torr and cov-

ered a range of postshock, no reaction temperatures of
1100-1850 K. F2, should it be formed, absorbs too weak-
ly11 at this wavelength to have been detected, and NF3
and the other expected products of its decomposition, NF,
N2, N, and F are thoroughly transparent.

Oscillograms from two of the NF3 pyrolysis experiments
are shown in Figure 1. In the upper record, at the highest
temperature examined, transmission drops within <20
asec after shock front arrival to a minimum of 33%, and

Figure 1. The 260-nm absorption profiles of shock waves in 5%
NF3, 95% Ar, showing presence of NF2, time advancing to right:
upper record, 1.37 km/sec shock speed, Tno reaction = 1846
K, Tnk2 = 1481 K; lower record, 1.07 km/sec shock speed,
fno reaction = 1246 K, 7nk2 = 1177 K,

Figure 2. The 260-nm absorption profiles of shock waves in gas
mixtures conlaining N2F4, time advancing to right: upper record,
1% N2F4, 99% Ar, 0,79 km/sec shock speed, 7nk2 = 775 K;
middle and lower records; 1% N2F4, 0.2% C4H8l 98.8% Ar, 0.79
and 1.1 km/sec shock speeds, and Tnf2 = 760 and 1300 K,
respectively.

then rises steadily over the next ~400 ftsec, until the ex-

periment is ended by disappearance of the incident shock
flow. This is interpreted qualitatively as rapid formation
of NF2, followed by slower disappearance, in keeping with
the known instability of NF2 near 1500 K.5 In the lower
temperature experiment represented in the lower oscillo-
gram of Figure 1, the appearance of NF2 continues for
about 200 nsec after shock wave arrival, the transmission
reaching a minimum level of 77%. No subsequent disap-
pearance of NF2 is evident over the remaining ~550 fisec
of incident shock flow.

Quantitative interpretation of the absorption levels in
the above experiments was based on calibration experi-
ments in which known NF2 concentrations were produced
by the prompt, complete dissociation of N2F4

NT', + M —*  2NFl, + M (4)

Specimen oscillograms of these N2F4 experiments are

shown in Figure 2, and the Beer’s law plot of NF2 absorb-
ance for a 10.2-cm path over the range 0.5 X 10 1 < [NF2J

The Journal ot Physical Chemistry. Vol. 77, No. 24, 1973
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Figure 3. The 260-nm absorbance vs. NF2 optical density, de-
termined in shock waves with quantitative dissociation of N2F4:
points present results for gas mixtures specified in Table I;
dashed curve, 260-nm monochromatic extinction coefficient
(Napierian) of 550 /W-1 cm-1 from ref 4a and 7; solid curve,
broader spectral band results from Figure 3 of ref 4b.

TABLE I: Summary of 260-nm Absorbance Experiments
in N2F4 Mixtures

Mixture composition, % No. of
experi-
ments

Preshock
pres-

sure^),
Torr

7"NF 2

range,
Kn2f4 c4h8 h2 Ar

5.0 0 0 95.0 9 30 527-1608
2.0 0 0 98.0 9 15-90 920-950
1.0 0 0 99.0 10 30 735-1935
1.0 0.2 0 98.8 8 15-60 760-1305
1.0 0.2 2.0 96.8 3 30 755-915

<7 X 10 - 4 M is shown in Figure 3. The range of condi-
tions of these experiments is summarized in Table I.
Temperatures, denoted TNF2, and the corresponding gas
concentrations, were reckoned for these experiments by
the steady shock wave equations, including the thermo-
chemistry of reaction 4 but assuming no other reactions.

The results in Figure 3 from the three N2F4-Ar
mixtures with no fuel provide the basic calibration used to
evaluate the peak NF2 concentrations achieved in the NF3
decomposition experiments (refer to Figure 1). Absorban-
ces (decadic) in the range 0.046-0.484 yielded [NF2] over
the range 0.17-2.72 X 10-4M.

These concentrations are compared to the formal NF3
concentrations and to the equilibrium position of reaction
1 in the following way. Postshock equilibrium conditions
of temperature and species concentrations were calculated
for the range of shock velocities in the 5% NF3-95% Ar
mixture initially at 30 Torr, assuming reaction 1 as the
sole chemical reaction. The calculated equilibrium frac-
tion of NF3 dissociated is plotted vs. final temperature,
again called TNF2, in Figure 4. The measured peak NF2
concentrations for the same shock velocities are represent-
ed by the points in this figure, [NF2] being normalized by
the calculated formal NF3 concentration and plotted at
the calculated TNF2. The agreement between the points
and the curve shows that the peak NF2 yield during NF3
decomposition is closely accountable by the reversible oc-
currence of reaction 1, without appreciable formation of
N2 or other products. The two highest temperature points
lie systematically below the equilibrium curve, but uncer-
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Figure 4. Peak NF2 yield during pyrolysis of NF3 in shock
waves.

tainty in the measured [NF2] leaves it unclear whether
this discrepancy represents a true measure of the finite
NF2 decomposition which has occurred.

Calculations of poststock conditions in the experiments
were also performed including equilibrium occurrence of
the side reactions

2F F2 (5)

NF + F (6)
«=* N + F (7)

but excluding the formation of N2. These calculations
gave essentially the same values of [NF2] and temperature
as those including only reaction 1, showing that our exper-
iments are insensitive to the equilibrium occurrence of
reactions 5-7 over the range of conditions employed. With
NF3 as the starting point, reactions 6 and 7 are sup-
pressed by the sizable F atom concentration accumulated
from reaction 1.

An estimate of the rate of reaction 1 was made for one

experiment in the middle of the temperature range. At T
= 1400 ± 30 K and p = 0.7 atm, the initial differential
rate of NF2 formation from 0 to 10% dissociation of the
original NF3 is described by a first-order rate coefficient
of 2.9 X 103 sec-1. Interpreted as a second-order dissocia-
tion process, for the 95% Ar collisional environment, this
yields k\ = 4.75 X 10s cm3 mol-1 sec-1. Division by the
equilibrium constant9 gives the third-order coefficient fe-i
= 1.4 X 1015 cm6 mol-2 sec-1, a quite ordinary value for
a simple atom attachment.

Table I and Figures 2 and 3 also include results of ex-

periments with mixtures of N2F4 and hydrogenous fuels.
These experiments yield NF2 absorbances, based on the
stoichiometry of reaction 4, which agree with the calibra-
tion determined in the absence of such fuel. This finding
shows that under these conditions no reactions between
either N2F4 or NF2 and these fuels were rapid enough to
compete with the complete occurrence of reaction 4. In
fact, the middle oscillogram in Figure 2, and those like it
in both the C4Hs and C4Hs plus H2 mixtures at tempera-
tures up to about 900 K, show that no discernible reaction
of NF2 with these fuels occurs within ~2 msec, the maxi-
mum observed residence time in the shock-heated condi-
tion. The bottom oscillogram in Figure 2 illustrates the
behavior observed in these same mixtures at somewhat
higher temperatures. The formation of NF2 behind the
shock front, although complete, is temporary and is fol-
lowed by an unstable reaction zone. At temperatures

The Journal of Physical Chemistry, Vol. 77, No. 24, 1973
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H |—20/tsec

Figure 5. Simultaneous emission spectrometric profiles of reac-
tion zone of 1.36 km/sec shock wave in 2% NF3, 4% Hj, 94%
Ar: 7„„ reaction = 1805 K, time advancing to right: upper rec-
ord, 2.4 < X < 3.1 jim, vibrational fundamental band of HF;
lower record, 334.4 < \ < 337.6 nm. A311 —* X32£~, Ar = 0
transition of NH.

above the uppermost values given for these mixtures in
Table I, the further reaction was fast enough that the NF2
transient was progressively truncated and ultimately, near
2000 K, altogether unresolved. Attempts to examine the
reaction of NF3 with H2 by NF2 absorption yielded no re-

solvable NF2 concentration. We did not examine the rate
of NF2 disappearance quantitatively, either in the NF3 or

N2F* pyrolysis runs or in the N2F4 plus fuel experiments,
where the reaction leading to HF was gas dynamically un-

stable and/or inadequately resolved in time.
Emission Spectrometry of Reacting NF3 + H2 and Ni

+ Hi + CtHg Mixtures. Formation of HF in the shock-wave
reaction zone at elevated temperature is directly detecta-
ble by monitoring the intensity of its strong, fundamental
vibrational emission bands near 2,5 pm. Shock-wave pro-
files of this infrared emission were observed in several di-
lute mixtures of H2 with NF3 or N2F4, the latter stabi-
lized against reaction at room temperature by inclusion of
small amounts of butene.3b Table II gives the ranges of
conditions of these experiments.

The upper oscillogram in Figure 5 is typical of the in-
frared emission profiles of these mixtures in shock waves

sufficiently strong that the exothermic reaction occurs

promptly and no coarse-scaled instabilities are noticed.
The infrared emission exhibits a single, narrow spike at
the shock front which is followed by long-term, level emis-
sion continuing until the end of the incident shock flow.
The amplitude of this level emission was found to increase
with computed, fully reacted postshock temperature and
with reagent concentrations in a manner accountable as
the thermally excited radiation from the final, equilibri-
um HF under conditions of small but noticeable self ab-
sorption. Progressive inclusion of butene in the N2F4
mixtures did not alter the infrared emission profile.

Since the final HF concentration is believed to be the
stoichiometric maximum, we interpret the spike at the
shock front as arising from suprathermally excited HF vi-
brational states present while nonequilibrium conditions
prevail. This interpretation is consistent with the known
occurrence of laser action from these reactions under other
circumstances,2 and our setup did not permit determina-
tion of the HF vibrational condition during the spike.
Other transient emitters or fine-scaled transverse shock
waves cannot be dismissed as contributory mechanisms in
the 2.1-pm emission spikes.

TABLE II: Summary ol Nitrogen Fluoride-Hydrogen Ignition
Experiments at 30 Torr Preshock Pressure

Mixture composition, %

Hj nf3 C,H„ N2F. Ar
'2m see •

K
7"unHtabl«*-

K

0.33 0.33 0 0 99.3 Not investigated 1550
4.0 2.0 0 0 94.0 990 1450
2.0 4.0 0 0 94.0 Not investigated 1340
2.0 0 0.05 1.0 96.95 780 1700
2.0 0 0.15 1.0 96.85 900 1800
2.0 0 0.50 1.0 96.50 1010 2070

Early attempts to observe 260-nm absorption during the
NF3 + H2 reaction revealed instead the presence of strong
ultraviolet chemiluminescent emission. The main compo-
nent of this chemiluminescence was identified by photo-
graphic spectroscopy as the A311 * X32 transition of
NH. The Q-branch of the 0,0 component of this transi-
tion, at 336 nm, is the strongest feature, followed by the
1,1 Q branch at 337 nm. The P and R branches of these
transitions are also evident.

The NH 336-nm chemiluminescence was also found in
the N2F4-H2-C4Hx reaction system, although progressive
addition of butene diminished the 336-nm intensity and
introduced other spectral components, particularly in the
500-600-nm region, which are tentatively attributed to
NH2 and C2. CN and C2 electronic spectra were found to
dominate over NH chemiluminescence in pulsed-laser ini-
tiated N2F4-H2-C4Hh explosions,21 particularly with ex-

cess N2F4.
The lower oscilloscope trace in Figure 5 is typical of the

336-nm chemiluminescence profile of the gas mixtures in
Table II under conditions of prompt reaction, above about
1500 K. This chemiluminescence is confined to a narrow

zone immediately behind the shock front, and the rise in
intensity is distinctly more abrupt than the decay. The
duration of this 336-nm pulse above scattered light back-
ground is generally greater than that of the supraequili-
brium infrared spike, by a factor between 1 and 2. At a

given shock strength and mixture composition, the dura-
tion of the 336-nm emission varied inversely with the gas
density, and the peak amplitude varied in direct propor-
tion to the density. From these observations we hypothe-
size that emission at 336 nm coincides with the occur-
rence of exothermic, HF-forming reaction between H2 and
these nitrogen fluorides, and that cessation of the NH
emission corresponds to substantial completion of the
reaction.

Using the 336-nm emission oscillograms of the NF3 H2
reaction, the transient NH excited state population within
the reaction zone and the electronic radiation yield were

estimated. The known radiative lifetime,12 approximate
photomultiplier sensitivity, monochromator transmission
characteristics, and the shocked gas viewing geometry
were combined with the peak oscilloscope amplitude in a

typical NF3-H2 experiment to deduce that the peak den-
sity of NH in the A3II state was about 1 X 1011 molecules/
cm3 under conditions where the formal NF3 concentra-
tion was 3 X 1016 molecules/cm3. Integration of the chemi-
luminescence profile indicated that only about 4000 NF3
molecules are consumed per 336-nm photon emitted, from
which one deduces that about 0.01% of the energy avail-
able from reaction 2 is released as 3.7-eV photons.

As this chemiluminescence is remarkably strong and
NH is not a permanent reaction product, a test was made

The Journal of Physical Chemistry. Vot. 77, No. 24, 1973
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of the enticing possibility that a population inversion
might exist between the A3n and X32 ~ states of NH. A
capillary flashlamp filled with 10 Torr each of N2 and H2
was aligned in place of the Hg-Xe lamp used for NF2 ab-
sorption. This lamp was energized by a damped 10-kV ca-

pacitor discharge and emitted the NH A —  X spectrum in
addition to copious N2 second positive radiation.13 About
1.5 msec after triggering, the lamp output reaching the
monochromator exit was suitably stable over the time of
passage of the shock wave and strong enough to be mea-
sured in superposition with the radiation originating in
the shock tube. Tests were made with the monochromator
set to transmit a 0.8-nm full-width triangular band cen-
tered at either 336 or 337 nm, in the NF3-H2-Ar mixtures
(see Table II) with either excess NF3 or excess H2. All
these experiments yielded peak signals no larger than the
sum of the independent lamp and reaction zone signals,
and the 336-nm shots indicated between 10 and 25% at-
tenuation of the lamp radiation amplitude. The lamp sig-
nal returned to 100% transmission after the chemilumi-
nescent reaction was over. Thus, there is no evidence of
amplification, and an indication of absorption by NH
within the reaction.

Nitrogen Fluoride-Hydrogen Ignition Characteristics in
Shock Waves. The infrared and ultraviolet emission pro-
files accompanying the formation of HF in shock-heated
NF3-H2 and N2F4-H2-C4Hs mixtures provide a semi-
quantitative means of examining the effect of shock wave

strength, and hence, of gas temperature, upon the time
scale of the reaction This study has taken an unconven-
tional form, dictated by the facts that under the high-
temperature conditions that produce oscillograms such as

Figure 5, the reaction is too rapid for its duration to be
resolved faithfully by the slit widths employed, whereas,
under conditions of slower reaction, a steady, one-dimen-
sional reaction zone was unobtainable. With these con-

straints, the most definite quantities we were able to de-
termine were the maximum and minimum shock wave ve-
locities at which macroscopically unstable reaction zones
were observed. Above this maximum velocity, where oscil-
lograms such as Figure 5 were obtained, shock front arriv-
al times along the tube indicated shock velocities unper-
turbed by more than ~1% over successive intervals of 10
cm or longer. Likewise, below the minimum, where no ev-
idence of reaction was found for the ~2 msec lifetime of
the heated gas, unperturbed shock trajectories were mea-
sured. In the unstable regime between these velocities,
multiple maxima and minima were present in the emis-
sion oscillograms, similar in appearance to the irregulari-
ties in the NF2 absorption record at the bottom of Figure
2, and shock velocity data were often erratic by more than
1%. At velocities just above the minimum for unstable
reactions, the shock fronts propagated stably through the
test section, and reaction was found from 100 to 400 mm
or more behind the front. Such delayed reaction phenom-
ena, detached from the shock front, were nonstation ary,
and pressure gauge oscillograms revealed secondary shock
waves.

The minimum shock velocity observed to give unstable
shock waves defines an ignition temperature, which we
denote T2 msec, associated with the shocked gas condi-
tions under which observable reaction just fails to develop
in the maximum observation time set by the experimental
arrangement, ~2 msec. The maximum shock velocity giv-
ing observably unstable shock waves provides a less direct
measure of reaction speed. Although the correspondence

with reaction kinetics is not formulated quantitatively,
the extensive study of gas detonation front structure14 has
taught that the scale of shock wave instabilities is associ-
ated with reaction zone length. The transition of such.in-
stabilities in our particular apparatus from a resolvably
large size to a condition of apparent (or actual?) disap-
pearance is a uniform measure of reaction speed among
experiments involving the same chemicals. To character-
ize this measure of prompt ignition, associated with com-

pletion of exothermic reaction in a few tens of microse-
conds, we calculate the temperature Tunstabie from the
corresponding shock velocity and the arbitrary condition
of no postshock reaction.

Table II includes the values of T2msec and Tunstabie,
corresponding respectively to the lower and upper limits
of the range of unstable shock waves, determined for the
several gas mixtures at preshock pressures of 30 Torr. The
main results of these measurements are that (i) tempera-
tures of ~1000 K or higher are needed for HF formation
in less than ~10~3 sec in either the NF3-H2 system or the
N2F4 (NF2)-H2~-C4Hg system at partial pressures of a few
Torr; (ii) these two systems exhibit quite similar values of
both T2msec and Tunstabie. the N2F4 mixtures being prone
to shock-wave instability over a somewhat wider span of
temperatures; and (iii) variation of the C4Hs content of
the N2F4-H2 system exerts a small but consistent effect
upon both T2msec and Tunstabie, in the sense of C4Hg act-
ing to diminish the reaction speed. The implication from
the trend of T2msec with C4Hs content is that thermal
ignition of N2F4 and H2, although achievable at tempera-
tures below 100°, does not become rapid enough to sup-
port HF laser action or gas detonation phenomena until
much higher temperatures are reached.

The occurrence of easily observable reaction zone insta-
bility in the NF3-H2 mixture with 99.3% Ar, and at
preshock pressures down to 15 Torr, is a remarkably ex-
treme case in the annals of gas detonation instability phe-
nomena,15 where high dilution of the exothermically
reacting components and low working pressures have gen-
erally been found to suppress transverse shock wave de-
velopment. A proper study of the instability structure and
detonation limit behavior of the nitrogen fluoride-hydro-
gen system was beyond the scope of the present work.

Discussion
NF2 Formation and Stability. The very recently pub-

lished experiments in ref 3c are operationally very like
those represented in Figure 1, but at several times greater
dilution in Ar. Time-of-flight mass spectrometric runs on
reflected shock wave decomposition of NF3 in Ne near
1500 K, as blank experiments ancillary to a study of NF3
formation from NF2, have also been reported.50 These
runs evidently did not lead to quantitative interpretation,
and may have revealed stoichiometric complexity not seen
in the present work or ref 3c. Nevertheless, the correspon-
dence exhibited in Figure 4 between the NF2 yields and
the equilibrium condition of reaction 1 directly indicates
the existence of conditions where this reaction is well
enough isolated from other processes for meaningful mea-
surement of its unimolecular kinetics from initial NF2 ap-
pearance rates, especially at high dilution.

Direct comparison is possible between our estimate of
the rate of reaction 1 at 1400 K and [M] = 6 X 10“3 M, in
95% Ar, and the Arrhenius expression determined in ref
3c, whose high-temperature end is determined by data at
99% Ar and 3.1 x 10“2 M. The present result is higher by
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the factor 1.9. As both measurements are subject to the
same, presumably minor influence of irreversible NF2 de-
composition, this discrepancy may arise from such causes
as (i) ref 3c’s measurements being farther into the pres-
sure region of departure from second-order kinetics than
ours, notwithstanding the evidence for first-order depen-
dence on [Ar] presented in ref 3c’s Figure 3, (ii) NFs being
a markedly more effective collision partner for reaction 1

near 1400 K than is Ar, (iii) secondary reactions such as
ref 3c’s sequence (3), (7) or (4), (-6) contributing more to
accelerated NF2 formation in our more concentrated, mix-
ture, or (iv) a real discrepancy of primary shock wave data
or their analysis between ourselves and ref 3c. Possibility
ii seems unlikely, in that ref 3c detected no systematic
difference between results with 1 and 2% NF3, and such a

difference in efficiencies, quite familiar in diatomic disso-
ciation, is contrary to previous experience with tetratomic
and larger molecules, e.g., N2F4.4c’d

The prompt and quantitative occurrence of reaction 4
over the range of conditions of Table I has been estab-
lished in previous studies,4 and is consistent with the
thermochemical data.9 The stability of NF2 to further de-
composition on the time scale of the experiments in Fig-
ures 2 and 3 is also in accord with previous studies of both
bimolecular disproportionation 6

NF, + NF2 —  NF3 + NF (8)

and unimolecular dissociation,® reaction 6 followed by
subsequent steps. Kinetic parameters of some direct reac-
tions of NF2 with hydrocarbons are also known from mea-
surements in the 350-550 K range, both for addition of
NF2 to certain olefins16a

NF2 + ^)C=C^ —* — C—C—NF2 (9)

including cis-2-butene, and for abstraction16b of H atoms
from certain alkanes

NF2 + RH —  HNF2 + R- (10)

Reaction 10 with H2 has not been observed directly, but a
correlation1613 based on the alkane results would give an
activation energy some 6 kcal/mol greater than the
endothermicity, or 36 kcal/mol. The coexistence of NF2
with C4H8 and H2 found here for up to 2 msec near 900 K
is consistent with the reported18 and inferred Arrhenius
parameters for reactions 9 and 10.

The effective extinction coefficient of NF2 for 254 < X <

266 nm at low absorbance is indicated by the slope of data
in Figure 3 near the origin. This slope and the departure
from Beer’s law at high absorbance are seen to be inter-
mediate between the reported monochromatic absorption
coefficient at X 260.2 nm4a>°’7 and the experience of Modi-
ca and Hornig4b in the 350-750 K range, recently corrobo-
rated4*1 at 293 K, using an interference filter with ~25 nm

bandwidth. Most of the data in Figure 3 were measured
between 750 and 1000 K, and the spans of data from the
enlarged temperature ranges of the 5 and 1% N2F4
mixtures are indicated. Within these spans, we do not de-
tect a systematic shift of the calibration curve with tem-
perature as reported by Modica and Hornig,Sb although
we recognize the possibility of a small systematic error in
applying the mean results of Figure 3 over the 1100-1500
K range of Figure 4.

Circumstances and Mechanism of HF Production. The
qualitative conclusion from the present results is that
under conditions where NF2 reacts rapidly enough with

H2 to support chemical laser or gas detonation phenome-
na, NF3 does also. In fact, we observe that the tempera-
tures of rapid HF formation from H2 and either NF3 or

NF2 coincide with those at which these nitrogen fluorides
independently undergo rapid pyrolysis, liberating F atoms
and ultimately N2.

The decomposition kinetics of NF3 and NF2 are com-

plex and incompletely determined, but it is clear enough
that the processes have a multistep, free-radical nature,
initiated by reactions 1 and 6, respectively, and have
many steps in common. The interaction between these
dissociatively decomposing nitrogen fluorides and H2 is
likewise a sequence of free radical steps linked to the py-
rolysis mechanism by the well-established, rapid elemen-
tary reaction

F + H2 HF + H (11)

Reaction 11 is recognized as the major contributor to HF
vibrational laser pumping under circumstances where
electric discharge or flash photochemical events have led
to F atom liberation.2 Further reaction which consumes
the H atoms arising from (11) and transforms them to ad-
ditional HF is logically necessary in the high-temperature
thermal mechanism to account for the observed prompt
generation of the full HF yield and for the failure of NF2
to accumulate from NF3.

The behavior of F and H atoms as reactive intermedi-
ates is suggestive of the possible importance of reaction
chains in the rapid achievement of the stoichiometric
reactions 2 and 3, with reaction 1 serving as initiat-
ing step in the NF3 case and reactions 4 followed by (6)
and perhaps (8) or (10) in the N2F4 case. Indeed, the
known3b phenomenological behavior of N2F4-H2 explo-
sions near room temperature is that of a free-radical chain
process, and Kuhn and Wellman3b have pointed out the
viability of reaction 10 as a low-temperature initiation
step not accessible in mixtures of H2 with NF3, HNF2, or

N2F2.
In considering reaction chains in these systems, we call

primary attention to the heart of chain mechanisms,
namely, propagation by a closed sequence of elementary
reactions of the intermediates which combine to produce
the stoichiometric transformation of reactants to unreac-
tive products while simultaneously regenerating no fewer
of the intermediates than are consumed in the propaga-
tion. Here, we observe that an essential aspect of reaction
2 is that it entails a significant net increase in number of
molecules, which means that it cannot be accomplished
solely by atom transfer steps, but must include a definite
measure of dissociation events in which a greater number
of thermochemically significant linkages between atoms
are destroyed than are formed. Specifically, reaction 2 re-

quires one dissociation event per NF3 molecule reduced.
By comparison, reaction 3 entails net breakage of two

bonds per N2F4 molecule reduced. The energetically inex-
pensive dissociation of N2F4 by reaction 4 provides half of
this requisite dissociation, and by our observation at high
temperature precedes the burning with H2. Thus, the
stoichiometry to be achieved by a chain sequence becomes

%H2 + >/2NF2 HF + %N2 (3a)

which still entails the net participation of one dissociation
event per two NF2 fragments reduced. We observe, inci-
dentally, that the mole number increases in reactions 2
and 3, by factors of 7/5 and 5/3, respectively, make the
explosion pressures generable in these systems larger than
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in familiar fuel-oxygen systems of comparable specific exo-

thermicity, but where the final-to-initial mole number
ratio is smaller.

The simplest chain mechanisms formulable for the
NF3-H2 or N2F4-H2 systems at high temperature suffice
to illustrate the role of dissociation steps. Consider the
mechanisms comprising reactions 1, 11 or 4, 6, 11, plus
the generic steps

H + NF2+1 —  HF + NF, (12-*)

H + NF? + , —HF + NF, + F (13-y)

to consume H atoms and

NF, + NF, —  N2 + (* + z)F (14-*,z)

to form N2. The indices x, y, and z may have those several
integer values appropriate for the species NF3, NF2, NF,
N, N2, HF, H, and F. We observe the absence of dissocia-
tion in reactions 11 and 12, so that the capacity to supply
the dissociation component of chain propagation rests in
reactions 13 and 14. Simple chains of reactions 11, 12, and
14 producing N2 and HF are possible in the NF3-H2 sys-
tem provided reaction 14 occurs with an average value, (x
+ z), of no less than 3. Alternatively, a fraction, a, of the
H atom traffic occurring by reaction 13 would reduce the
necessary (x + z)min to (3 - 2a). For chain accomplish-
ment of reaction 3a, the corresponding minimum, (x +
z)min, is (2-2a). Values of (x + z) greater than these mini-
ma can produce chain branching by returning more F
atoms than are invested in reaction 11. Lesser values re-

sult in net consumption of chain centers, so that reaction
1 or 6 supplies an essential portion of the overall dissocia-
tion, and the subsequent reactions of the intermediates
constitute a self-limited sequence of secondary steps.

The actual mechanisms occurring in our shock-wave
ignition experiments are doubtless more complex than
represented above. In particular, pyrolysis kinetics experi-
ments on NF2 have shown formation of NF3 which is per-
manent near 800 K6 and transitory at 1400-2000 K,5a and
N2F2 is also formed2®’17 in the photochemical decomposi-
tion of N2F4 at room temperature, and believed5 to be an

intermediate in the pyrolytic decomposition of NF2 at
1400-2000 K as well as in HF-forming reactions studied at
lower temperatures.3b’6’18 Suffice it to observe that reac-
tions of the family

NF((+1) + NF,„ + 1)
—  N2F2 + (t + u) F (15-f ,u)

forming N2F2 which subsequently dissociates unimolecu-
larly are equivalent to reaction 14, while N2F2 removal by

H + N2F2 —*- HF + N2 + F (16)

alters the net dissociation derived from the liberation of
N2. Simple F atom transfer reactions between nitrogen
centers, such as reaction 8, entail no dissociation, and
likewise attachment of H to N by transfer processes makes
no contribution, and it is not profitable to pursue the
whole spectrum of reactions involving exchange of H for F
in the several nitrogen-fluorine species, as these are surely
minor side reactions beside (2) and (3).

The present observations do not firmly preclude the
propagation of indefinitely long chains in NF3-H2 igni-
tion. Neither do they provide positive evidence for chain
propagation, the circumstances being such that reaction 1

proceeds significantly, and there is not time for indepen-
dent termination mechanisms to be recognized.

There are several observations of the NF3-H2 reaction
under other circumstances which show the absence of sig-

2829

nificant chain propagation. First, electric discharge laser
experiments2®’*1’8 not only show no identifiable pumping
contribution from reactions subsequent to (11), but at low
pressures and a particular discharge intensity,28 there was

not even a propagating chemical ignition subsequent to
the laser event. In contrast, thermally ignited laser pulses2®
did show stimulated HF emission from the fourth vi-
brational level, indicating a contribution from one or more

of reactions 12, but not distinguishing which.
More explicit information is provided by a recent low-

temperature investigation18 of partially dissociated hydro-
gen flow-mixed with NF3, which showed that neither
reaction 12 nor 13 occurred on a short time scale at room

temperature. Between 476 and 599 K, a reaction occurred
which produced HF and N2 while simultaneously consum-

ing both the H atoms and H2. There was no evidence of a

propagating chain, and the rate of H atom removal was

evidently that of reaction 12-3, whose rate coefficient was

determined to be 6 X 1014 exp( -13.2 kcai/f?7) cm3 mol 1

sec-1. Evaluation of this expression at 1000-1500 K shows
that reaction 12-3 is capable of removing H atoms rapidly
in our experiments, but by the reasoning of the preceding
paragraphs, this atom transfer step is not sufficient to
sustain a chain.

The contribution of chain propagation to the NF2-H2
ignitions generated above 1000 K is also unclear, owing
somewhat to the complicating role of the C4H«. As with
the electric discharge NF3-H2 experiments, there are no

reported contributions to pumping of N2F4-H2 lasers 2b'd

by processes subsequent to reaction 11. In undiluted
N2F4-H2-C4H8 mixtures initiated by pulsed 10.6~/rmzi
laser radiolysis, the observations indicated a slow, photo-
lytically initiated chain reaction occurring near 1100 K
during an induction period, finally leading to thermally
augmented explosion. This description is supported by the
present findings.

Chain processes surely occur in the ignition of N2F4-H2
systems at lower temperatures, but the need for inclusion
of dissociation events beyond reaction 4 may be removed
under such conditions by coproduction of NF3 or perhaps
other amines so that (3a) might be replaced by3b

l/2H2 + 2NF2 —  HF + NF:; + (IN, (3 b)

which conserves the number of moles. The documented
viability of reactions 14-0,219 and 14-1,l,5a which provide
sufficient dissociation for reaction 3a, makes direct chain
propagation a firm possibility. Still it is clear from our re-

sults that the chain processes responsible for explosion of
N2F4-H2 mixtures near room temperature are not acceler-
ated markedly by raising the temperature to ~1Q0Q K, so

that still higher temperatures, where massive pyrolytic
initiation occurs, are needed for submillisecond burning at
least of mixtures containing more than trace quantities of
inhibitor. Failure of chain processes to dominate NF2-H2
burning above ~1000 K is a strong indication that, the
mechanism of NF3-H2 burning contains at least as great a

measure of essential pyrolytic dissociation.
NH Chemiluminescence. Chemiluminescent emission of

the NH A3ii —  X32- spectrum near 336 nm has been ob-
served previously in the NF3-H2 flame,3® and it is also a

known spectral feature of other flames20 which contain
compounds of nitrogen, including particularly the NH3
flame with F2 as the oxidizer.20b The yield of ultraviolet
photons measured here in the shock-wave reaction is an

order of magnitude larger than that deduced21 for the al-
ready remarkably strong vacuum uv chemiluminescence
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in the CO fourth positive system from the C2H2-O2 reac-

tion, also occuring in low-density shock waves.
The thermochemistry of attachment of H atoms in H2,

HF, and to N in the presence or absence of additional H
or F is such that there are no thermoneutral or exothermic
bimolecular atom transfer reaction paths of ground-state
reactants for generating NH in its A3II state. Electronic
energy transfer from a nonradiating excited electronic
state of another molecule, such as the A3SU+ state of N2,
is logically possible, but it is difficult to believe that the
supply of this molecule and of ground-state NH is large
enough to support the observed strong chemilumines-
cence. We are thus left to believe that NH(A3II) arises in
the NF3-H2 and NF2-H2 reaction course primarily by as-
sociation of bare N and H atoms. That H atoms are
formed in reaction 11 and are intermediates in the total
HF formation mechanism is entirely credible, and the
strong NH chemiluminescence thus provides evidence for
the presence of N and hence, the significant occurrence of
such reaction paths as reaction 12 with x = 0 and/or reac-
tion 13 with y = 0, producing N and reaction 14 with x =

0, z = 1 or 2, consuming it.
The relation between these results and conclusions and

the recently reported22 observations and interpretations of
visible NF (bx2^ —»  X32~) and N2 first positive chemilu-
minescence in flowing NF2 plus H atom mixtures at room

temperature remains to be understood. These emissions
were not identified in the present experiments.
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